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FOREWORD

This publ,ication represents a unique contribution io 'the field of

vocafional education. This uniqUeness is characterized in several ways.

First, this voluii e. presents.the reports of a series of interrelated studies.

In this sense, these interrelated studies have aided the understanding of a

number of variables associated with a common theme or phenomenon. Secondly,

the publication is unique in that the,composite of the individual

tudies has provided a logical and empirical base for a major curriculum

development, activity.f This project has resulted in the development,

publication and initial disseKination of a 650 page guide entitled

Methods and Materials for'Teaching Occupational Survival Skills.
</

A third unique characteristic of this publication is that it is the first

publication of the Office of Vocational Education Research (OVER). The OVER

has seven (7) independent programs of research' which include: -Professional .

Development, Curriculum DeVelopmentsand Delivery Systems, Planning and

Evaluation, Special Population;, Individual Development, Foundations

of Vocational Education, and,Research on Research.,The activity reported

in this document falls within the curriculum develoPment and delivery

program of research. The Office of Vocational Education Research is

proud of this work and wishes to commend Robert E. Nelson for his efforts

in directing all studie's reported herein. Sharon Lund O'Neil, Thomas J.

Scanlan, Kent D. Prison, Joyce Niesand James A. Leach are also

commen0d for their contribution to this publication. The Re§earch and

Developme%t Section of the Department of Adult, Vocational and Technical-,

Education ofAhe Illinois-Office of Education is acknowledged for pro-

viding support for this 4ocument and the included studies.

Tim L. Wentling
Office of Vocational Education
Research

I(
University of Illinois
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NEED FOR TEACHING
OCCUPATIONAL SURVIVAL SKILLS AND ATTITUDES

4

by

Robert E. Nelson

4

Today, individuals are faced with a variety of problems and deci-

sions relating to their occupations. These problems and,decisions are
4

primarily due to the increasingly complex nature of the world of work.

As social and technololicai changes continue to alter\the present pccu-

pational structure, employmeq probleMs may become even more severe.

Cqntemporary workers may be better prepared to cope with the

complexities of the total environment in which they live, however, if

they understand how to cope with problems relating tO various aspects

of maintaining their occupations. The support given to career education

at all levels of Oucatiop has focused on the need for better educa-

tional preparation for individuals to make more informed decisions ,

A

regarding the wOrk they do. The term,"survival skills" received attention

when Sidney Marland (1971), former Commissioner ofEducationi, noted the

e.
significance of survival skills as an impOrtant pdrt of career education:

Career education would prOvide the training students
require for successful employment and it would give
them the education they need to bring personal
fulfillment into.their lives.. It would teach,reading,
writing and arithmetic as the fundamental skillg. It

would at the sathe time stress the ability to think,
decidedend judge--.the "survival skills." (p. 7)

Nyland implied that the educational system has the responsibility for

preparing individuals to cope with the complexities of-surviving in the

world of work.



Our present educational system, however, does not appear to

adequately prepare students for living and working in society. For

example, Pratzner (1972) stated that we have a sys'tem Which does not

performc either of its duties vell--the social maintenance role or the

individual self-actualization function. Pierce (1973) estimated that

sixty percent of the content of what is tauglq in school could profit-

ably be discarded. The rationale for Pierce's estimate is that the

school does not provide either "job". skills or "coping" skills that

enabfe persons to lead satisfying, self-confident lives.

Vocatiohal and technical education programs are one area-of the

educational system which is aimed primarily at preparing individuals

with job /skills. If students are unable to appjy these job skills as

adults in the real world, Bruner (1973, p. 22) suggeSts that we may

possibly need to "transform our mode of education.
. . to revolutionize

and revivify this idea of vocation or occupation."

Finding meaningful relationships between job preparation in

schools and on-the-job work activities,afT essenttal if students are

to make smooth transitions from school to work. In a recent career

education monograph, "Conditions Calling for Edudational Reform:

An Analysis," Edwin Herr (n.d.) stated:

. . the validity of the assertion that too many
studerfts fail to-see meaningful relations between
what they are bejng asked to leain and what they
do when they lgAve the educational system restl
upon subjective grounds . . .

,

In the absence of hard data, ihere is a significant
amount of impression stic data that schools ln
general are irrelev t, and thus lact meaning to,
many students, beca se they do not a0dress student
n4pds, the personaLl questions with WO they are

,

. 6
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coping, or the reasons for learning what one is
exposed to. Another body of research, 'however,
would say that this kind of experiencing, while
not now present in most schools, is necessary
to the attainment of vocational maturity, achieve-
ment and coming to terms with the self. As such,
the schools have an obligation to provide it.
(p. 16)

\
Educational prtyaration varies among occupations as well al ;tiiong

individuals within occupations. The worth of an occupation and the

value of.a worker cannot be judged only on the amount of educational

preparation, but should be "more properly judged" by the occupation's

contribution to society (Hoyt, Evans, Mackin and Mangum, 1974). . Stu-

dents should be involved in educational activities necessary to assist

them in attainfng their occupational goals all/or to cope in a vocational

and social context (Campbell, 1968; 'Slocum and Bowles, 1967). Experi-

ences may have to be provided 'in school for students to develop self-

concepts appropriate to individual differences.in'relation to occupational

needs (Super, 1953).

We are living, in an age of accelerated change. This rate of change

)is not jikely to remain constant, but will probably continue to increase.

Educators are facedrwith the challenge oflireparing students for the

future. This involves peeparing the studrts to live both satisfying

personal and work livet.
. 1

.
.

Importance of fhe Problem
4

pile of'the 'most important decisions made by .ioung people is the

type of career they wish to pursue during their lifetime. These.

important career chokes will itiffect their well-being and.happiness

for the remainder of their lives. To mike these important decisiOns,
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students need to learn about the world of work and theivariety of

occupations available.

Research relating to theries of occupational choice received

a great deal of attention in the'1950's. This research provided a

conceptual framework which emphasized occupational choice as a

developmental process (Ginzberg, et i.,-1951; Blau, et-al., 1956).

Psychological theories of vocational aspirations and choice have also

stressed the developmental nature of career decision making. These

career decision making theoties appear to emphasize the role of

personal factors and characteristics-in'the process of selecting a'

career (Honed, 1959; Roe, 1957; Super, 1957; Tiedeman and O'Hara, 1963).

The decision concerning an occupational choice'is,
cin the last analysis, a compromise whereby an individual
\hopes to gain the maximum degree of satisfaction out
of his working life by pursuing a career in which he
can make as much use as possible of his interests and
capacities, in a Situation which will satisfy as-many
.of his values and goals as possible (Ginzberg, et al., 1951).

Although cai'ver deCsion making is highly important, research

relating to the process of how careler aspirations and goals.are

developed arrd impl,eTented'into,educational programs has notAreleivted

much attention. In our society, "the deyelopment of educational and

occupational orientations by youth involves'adaptation; indeed) it

forMs a major part of the overall process of theWadapting to the

cultureAGrasso, Kohen,.and Roikhi, 1976).

1 A survey by the U.S. Department of Labor was conducted to determi*
\,-

.the perceptions, aspirations, and expectations of young men,\and women

wRo were graduating from college but had not yet entered the job market.
1

a



,A major purpose of the study was to' provide data which
might be useful to those who are commi/ted to finding
more humane, dignified, reliable, responsive, and honest
ways of helping youth search for satisfying and productive
work (U.S. Department of Labor, 1965).

--A summary of the work-related data indicated that the vast majority
1

of the students expressed favorable attitudes toward work. However,

many of the respondents had seriousdoubts about the qualtty..and

uniqueess ofttheir skills and. many felt that they had notadequately

prepared for the contemporary work market.

7-Curriculum Deyelopment n-
.

1.n explaining the role of curriculum specialists to deteriOne

future directiims in ,vocational education, Peterson (1975) indicated

that they must assist in redefining the term "skill.".
\

The vocational educator can no longer assume that he
has provided a lifetime gift by teaching the student
to perform a specific set of skills. In fact, train-
ing in this traditional sehse probably prepares students
for vocational obsolescence, economic disappointment

'and disillusionment. CurYiculum specialists must help
define the common core of skills which focus on the
coping behaviors that are needed to prepare the flexible,

. adaptive individual.

The "knowledge explosion" has raised many questions relating to

the current education needs of students.which will adequately prepare

them for /heiyuture Work roles. What skills will'students use in

the future to cope wi't;lAhe changing work environment? The problem

appears to be one of identifYing general occupational skills and

attitudes that are critical to dn-the-job success and are applicable

1/4

to a variety of work skuations. If these general skills and attitudes

can be identified and taught in the cools, stddefts may be better

prepared to cope with the varied and diversified tasks they will
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41.

epcounter in work-related activities in occupatipns at all levels

within an organizatTl.

A planned program for teaching these general occupational skills

and attitudes must be devised and implemerited into the curriculum.

However, most vocatiopal education teachers are subject matter oriented.

For example, business education instructors teach subject matter content

and skills necessary for success in specific business occupations.

Skills such as typewriting and shorthand are considered essential for

students contemplating occupations related to office careers.

Skill in the use of certain tools'and equipmentre essential for

specifk occupations in the industrial education area. The teaching of

specific technical skills is an important part of any vocational educe-

. tion progranj. Although specific skill training may prepare students

for entry level positions, these skills may be of short-term value when

careers for many people may extend over a forty-year period of-time.
r'-

,

ManY'vocational educators consider general occupational skills

and atti.tudes such as problem solving, coping with ehange and communi-

cations as extremely important. However, the curriculum content in

most vocational education textbooks does not reflect this major concern.

Because these general occupational skills.and attitudes are general in

nature and not unique to a specific vocational subject area, these skil,ls

and attitudes are not likely to be sy%ternatically taught in any voca-

tional subject area. If there are general occupational skills and atti-

tudes which all students need, then a systematic attempt pat be made

-by curriculum specialists to develop a disk structure for-the imple-

mentition of these skills and attitudes into the curriculum content for

all vocational areas. ,

-6-
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Students need to know how to cope with, adapt to and chinge their

occupational environment.. The more informed young people are about

how to survive in an oCcupatiOn, the more likely they will be able

td succeed.ip an occupation which best meets their individual aptitYdes

d interests. !Studying ihe essEhtial elements relating to maintaining

an occypation wil) provide the additioaal educatiomaT experiences stu-

dents need.in preparing for a future occupatton.

e

Procedures
_

The primary objective of4-rthe Occupational Survival Skills Project

r-

was to develop curriculum materials which would accommodate the teaching

of occupational survival skills and attitudes in various parts of the

high school vocational education curriculum. Teaching these skills

and attitudes would be emphasized during.the last two Years of high

school because of the following reasOns:

1. During their lasttwo years of high school, many students

are involved in work situations, either p4id or non-paid

positions, and would be able to directly relate classroom

instruction in occupationai\survival skills and attitudes .

to work situations.

2. A primary principle of learning indlicates that,skills should

be taught closest to their actual use.

Teaching eccupational survival skills and attitudes are an

excellent way to summarize and provide-practical application

of students' previous acddemic and career preparation in

school.,



To identify the content for the curriculum materials, variOus

research studies were conducted. The first study "Worker Perceptions

of Skills Necessary for Survival in the World of Work" was completed

in 1976 by Dr. Sharon Lund O'Neil. Infotmation from thi5 stUdy gave

,valuable input as to the importance of.twenty-seven specific skills

which workers,needed to maintain their jobs. No input was requested

n this study of employers because the project staff believed that

employers would indicate their expectations of workert rather than

what skills workers actually needed to daintain their occupation.

To gather more information concerning the'occupational survival

skills, three additiobal studies were conductea. Because of some

overlap, the number of skills were reduced from twenty-seven skills

to twenty-one skills.

"A Study to Ietermide the Opinions of Students and.Parents Con-

cerning the Teaching. of Skills Necessary for 'Survival in the World of

Work" was completed by Dr. Thomas J. Scanlan in 1976. Students enrolled

in cooperative,education programs wereincluded in.this study to deter-

. mine what they believed,were the most important skills they needed for

survival in wonk. The parents of the cooperative education students

were also included in this study to let their perceptions of what they,

believed their sons or daughters needed to maintain a job.

Because of the impact of the school on the preparatión.of students

for work, an'other study "Opinions of Teachers, Counselors, an0 AdmOntstrators
.

Concerning the Teaching of Occupational Survival Skills," waVcompleted

by Dr. ent Frison in 1976.

The last study completed during the initial phase of the project

I '

was "Instructional.Strategies for reaching Occupational Survival Skills.

-8-



This study was completed by Dr. Joyce Nies in 1977 and helped to

identify.those teaching strategies which would be most appropriate

for teaching each of the skilis.

Once the opinions of the various groups of school personnel,

students and parents, and workers were identified and summarized,

it was necessary to analyze this research data in relation to

previous research studies and related fiterature concerning occu-

pdtional education programs. Additional informatfon and material

was obtaineg;from the following sources: a).current literaturei

b) results of surveys and research studies from educational insti-

tutions, public,agencies, business anAndustry; and c) advisory

committees composed of members from education, business and industry.

This analysis was crucial to the overall.project because the

skills identified during the initial phase of the project appeared

to be too narrow in scope to be-taught in high schools as units of

ing.truction. A plan was implemented to identify units of instruction

which would include the specific skills. Within each unit the specific

skills could then be converted into topics of instruction.

Attitudes', perceptions, and motivations of people are impqrtant

to their succeSs in actupations. Rather than'concentrating on specific
I.

stechnical 5ki1ls, the emphasis of these curriculum materials would

pertain 0 acquiring conceptual skills needed for work_sucli-ls planning,

.communication, and problem solving.

To assist in teaching the "huMan" aspects of work, twelve general

topics were identified by the Koject staff relating to major octupa-

tional skills and attitudes necessary for,surviv.al in the world of work.



These twelve general topics included:

1. Problem Solving
2. Coping with Conflict
3. Interpersonal Relations
4. Iffective Communication
5. 'Working in Organizations
6. Using Creativity at Work
7. Leadership
8. Authority and Respomsibility
9. Coping with Change

10. 'Rettyation for Work
11. Unde'rstanding Self
12. Adapting and Planning for the Future

Specific survival skills.and attitudes, which were identified during

the research phase, were integrated in the materials which were developed

for the aboye twelve general topics.

The following two broad curriculum development objectives were

established for develilping the curriculum:

1. To prepare materials and activities for teaching students

the twenty-one occupational surviVill skills within the context

of the twelve instructional modules.

2. To develop student curriculum modules which illustrate

principles relating to the twelve'general occupational

.topics ang would apply to situations either on-the-job

orroff-the-job.

Once the twelve modules were identified, the next project objective

was to develop curriculum materials for teaching.occupational survival

skills as a major part of an occupational education program at the

secondary level. These materials were to be designed not only tp help

students to adapt and survive in the world.of work, but also to identify
4

procedures which would help students grow and develop in their future

occupations.



In Illinois, the career orientation program assists students in

grades 9-10 to explore, in-depth, occupatjons in the following five

career education olusters:

1. Business, Marketing and Management
2. Health .

3. Industrial Technology
4. Home Economics and New/Emerging Occupations
5. Agricultural and BiologItal Sciences

During this career orientation phase in grades 9-10, students become

knowledgeable about the many occupations in each of the abo4 five

.

career educAtion clusters. Although'students learn a great deal about

specific occupations, they also need to know how to successfully

maintain and survive in these occupations.

Career preparation is emphasized in grades 11-12. The emphasis

of most vocational courses is on occupational skill development. Little

enThasis is placed on "human" aspects of occupational education which

might be more important than the actual technical skills reguiredin

an occupation.

Occupational survival skills are concerned with the "human"

aspects of working in.organizations, such as human telations, problem

solving and coping ability. These "human" aspects may be as important,

or even more important, than the "technical" aspects df work. The

curriculum materials developed by this project was for instructors who

are (a) preparing young people with entry level skill's, or (b) helping

people in the work force improve their present work skills.

The curriculum development phase of the.project resulted in the

preparation of twelve-curriculum modules. Each curriculum module

consisted of teaching strategies, learning experiences, and related



materials designed to facilitatem'student achievement of selected

objectives. Each module was designed to include a primary moddle

objective, a statement Of the:importance of the topic, teaching-

l6rnihy strategies and activities, evaluation technigues and sup-
.

portive resource materAls. FOr cOnventence in teaching, each module
1

was divided into varicius sessions. Each session was approximatell

fifty minutes in length and each session had a specific objective.

A specific objective for each session was followed by a brief

statement of the importance of the session topic and its relevance

to "survival" on the job. The importance of the session topic was

followed by instructional activities to be completed by the students

either in or out of the classroom. The twelve modules were designed

primarily for the classroom instructor's use as teaChing guidelines.
6

However, individual students might also be able to use some of the

materials as independent study activities.
(

The modules have been designed so that they can be taught separately

as independent units of study. Teachers may select modules to teach

on the basis of the needs of the students and objectives of the course

being taught. The modules have been prepared so that little time and

effort are required by the tea,cher to implement 't4 materials into v

classroom instruction. The content and style of presentation of the

activities enable teachers to integrate the activities into classroom

instruction in a variety of ways.

Curriculum Areas

As a result of the initial phase o the project, the fqllowing

twelve general topics were identified as being essential to occupational

survival:



1. Working in Organizations'
2: Understanding Self
3. Motivation for Work .

4. Interpersonal ROations
5. Effective Communication
6. Using Creativity at Worlk
7. Problem Solving
8. Authority and Responsibility
9. Coping wfth Conflict

10. Coping with Change
11. teAdership
12. Adapting and Planning for the Future

These twelve topics can be grouped into the following three major

_skill areas: 1) Human Relations Skills, 2) Organizational Skills and

3) Coping Skills. The relevance of these three areas of skills to

occupational sui-vival may(be described as\,follows:

1) Human Relations Skills. These ikills are basic to all human

interacttpns, on and ofifthe job. While technical skills are

essential on the job, lack of interpersonal competence is one of

the most frequent reasons for organizational conflict and job

dissatisfaction. It is important for wrkers to have knpwledge

.of human behavior and how relations between people affectsipb

productivity as well as personal well-being. Skills in developing

effective interpersonal relations through an understanding of self

and others and skills in communicative proOsses between people.at
1

wprk are important for workers at all levels within the organization.

2) Organizational skills. Another area of skills closely related

to occupational success pertains to the organization. Students

stiould be oriented to the following concepts: a) an understanding

of the_reasons why peoP)e work, b) the characteeistics of organiza-
X

tions, c) reasons for forming organizations, d) why people,join

organizations, and e) what happens in organizations. Students



should also understand the factors.which motivate people to do

their best ork. Skills relating.to creativity, problem solOng,

and in basic skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic are also

extremely important to job success iv organizations.

3) CopiniSkills. In today's world, changes are rapidly taking

place in technology, communication, organization, values and

education. Students.should be aware of possible future trends

which will affect theiryersonal life as well "as their work. More

importantly, students should be prepared for future work situations

where they will be required to identify, confront, and help solve

problems resulting from changes Wlthin the organization as well as

changes brought about by forces in the environment which affect the

organization.

Instructional Modules

Each of the twelve curriculum modules maylpe considere4 important

to job survival. The modules attempt to'pfovide-answers to the following

questions relating to various aspects of work:

1. Working in Organizations: What is work? Where do people work?

What are organizations and what are their common characteristics?

How are organizations different from other types of groups?

Why do people start organizations? Why do people join organi-

zations?

2. Understanding Self: What makes people behave the way they do

in their jobsr Why is work important to people? What are

motives? What are interests, values and attitudes and how

do they affect Work behavior? Why is it important to underst-and.

-14- 18
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people in work situltions? How can people be understood by

their overt behavior at work?

3. Motivation for Work: Why do people work? What rliakes people

try to do their best at work? How can jobs be made "mötiva-
4

t-konal"? that art "motivational" needs. and "maihtenance"

needs? Why are "motivational needs" important in work situa-

tions? How can workers achieve "job satisfaction"?

4 Interpersonal Relations: What are good interpersonal rela-

tionships? -Why is it important to have good relationships

on the job'? What is the role of feelings, values, attitudes,
.

human needs, prejudice, self-concept and perception in

interitersonal lnelations?

5. Effective Communicatibn: What is involved in the communication

process? Why is effettive communication important on the job?

What are some major barriers,to communication? Why is it

important to write, read and speak well on the job? What is

the importance of feedback to effective job performance?

6. Creativity: What is creativity? Why is creativity important

to job success? What are specific ways of being 6reative on

the job? How can a creative worker be helpful to the organization?

7. Authority and RespOnsibility: What is authority? How is

authority diffeeent feom power and influence? Why do certain

people in work situations have authority? Why do people accept

authority at work? How can an individual influence people

wihtout having authority over,them? What does job responsi6il1ty

mean? what does an employer expect'of a worker when he hires

him? How can a person be a responsible.worker?

1579



8. Pro lem Solving: What are the.steps in problem solving?

j

._

How can problems at work-be identified and solved?, How can

wo kers use the problem solving approach in their jobs?

9. Coping with Conflict: What is conflict'and how do conflicts

arise at work? What'are the basic sources of'conflict? What

are the conflicts arising out of worker roles? What conflicts

arise out of organizational positions? What kinds of conflicts
1

rise due to technology? How can conflicts be avoided or

HOW can conflict be turned into competition?

10. Coping with Change: Is change.inevi.table? Why do organizations

.have to change? What kinds of changes happen most frequently

at work? How do changes in Nark, affect the life styles of

employees? How can some changes be anticipated? Are some

workers able to accept changes more easily than others? How

can workers cope with changes at work?

11. Leadership: What are the types of)leadership? How do different

styles of leadershtp affect productivity? Can people develop

specific leadershirstyle? What makes a supervisor a leader?

How can leadership qualities be developed?

12. Adapting and Planning for the Future:, What major changes are

likely to happen in working patterns in the future? How can

changes in work be anticipated? How will a worker be affected

by these changing patterns in workT How can a worker plan his

own life in terms of possible changes?

Once the twelve modules were writsten, they were pilot tested on a

limited basis during the 1976-77 school year. Based on feedback from
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classroo6 teachers, the4iaterials were revised and were field tested

during the 1977-78 school year. As part of the field testing, a research --

study "Differences in Students' Attaiument of Occwational Survivl

Skills and Career Attitude. Maturity" was conducted by Dr. James A. Leach

'during the 1977-78 school year.' The focus of Wis study -via on the Use

ofwthe occupational survival skills materias with three student groups':

cooperative,education students, special needs students and CETA students.

Surma ry

The twelve occupational survival skills topics have not been

recently discovered. A considerable body of knowledge concerning these

twelve topics has been developed in Ahe fields of economics, psychology,

sociology, business administration, applied behavioral science and

others. However, infor'mation relating to.theseiskills,existrS in widely

dispersed sources--books, articles, research reports, films, tapes,

etc. Many of'these sources may be unavailable to classroom teachers

and high school students.* One of the primary objectives of the occu-
s,

pational survival skills project was to identify and obtain as many

materials as possible that are appropriate to the teaching of these

skills.

Because occupational survival skills derive from different fields

of knowledge, the teaching materials have to be highly.eclectic and at

the same time must be directly related to "survival" on the job.

Occupattonal Survival Skillg relate primarily io the non-technical

aspects of work organizations. In some business organizationsv these

skills are generally taught only to management personnel. Much of the

inservice training programs for most workers pertain e(7.) upgrading

-17-



v "technical" skills and have vvy little to do with "human" skills.

Im most vocational education programs, the schools do a, good job

.of preparing students for the technical side of tbeir jobs.- However,

teachers maylneglect teachirig,humanistic aspects of work which are
. 1

important to "surviving" in an occupati00.6 If 6pics such as inter;

personal relations are taught in vocational programs, they are.usually

very elementary and are taught out of context from the real world of

work. Consequently, young workers may spend much time early in their

careers becoming knowledgeable about these "human" skills through trial

and error. This results in a waste of valuable time on the job and may

lead to inefficiency on the part'Or individual employees.

The teaching of occupational survival skills to vocaijonal high

#

tschool studbnts before they enter the work force will orient them to

the "human" aspects af work which they are likely to encounter in their

jobs. These "human" aspects of work may be as valuable is the "technical"

skill aspects of their work.

97)
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WORKER PERtEPTIONS OF SKILLS NECESSARY FOR
SURVIVAL IN THE WORLD OF WORK

by

Sharon Lund O'Neil

Today, more than ever before, business and industry are confronted

with the rapidly increasing costs of producing goods and services. The

rise in production costs appears to be the result of a variety of factors,

not jusi one single efement. It is quite possible, however, that the

continuous changes jn our technology have contributed to rising costs of

goods and services.

Recent advancements in American technology also have created a

variety of complexities for the contemporary worker. The transition

from an agrarian, 10 an indus-trial, to a technological society has a

great impact on methods of production as well as methods of doing work..

Although work is still considered a major part of our daily lives, some

people are becoming more concerned about how work is fulfilling their life

goals.

The increased emphasis by workers on achieving life goals presents

a multitude of challenges wilrth have tO beraccomplished befo;e personal'

success is attained. Making various job changes appears to be one

important component of accomplishing personal and work goals during a

worker's life. Since accupational mobility is more evident today than

it was ten years ago, it may_be necessary pat individuals Rossess more

than just technical sk111S to permit career changes. The necessity

fbr workers to make the transition fro(m one job to another 6ecomes more

-
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important as occupational mObility increases. Consequently, survival

in the world orwork may be contingent upon possessing a common core of

skill's to permit career changes without pursuing extensive retraining

-between occupiitions. If these skills can be identified andinfused into

occupational preparation programs, problems pertaining to survival in.
ge,

a constantly changing work environment may be reduced.

This research study was conducted to identify and compare occupational
4,

survival skills--the basic knowledges, traits and competencies most

appropriate for workers to successfully maintain their chosen occupations.

Occupational survival Ocllls may permit workers not only to suq(efully

maintain their chosen occupations, but also to move from occupation

eto occupation with less retraining. Consequently, by developing

materials for teaching the common skills necessary to maintain an

occupation, students may be better prepared for' the world of wolc.

Procedures

A tentative listing of over 500 occupational survival skills' was

identified through the following procedures: an extensive review of

related literature; interviews with a variety of workers; consultations

with manpower personnel, research authorities, vocational andjechnical

research and development personnel at the state level, vocational educators

and others; and, input from numerous students, university faculty and

snff and other, workers.

eduction of the list of occupatiDnal survival skill items began

by combining and grouping similar descriOtors. The resulting list and

subsequent lists were submitted to more than 300 workers representing

a wide diversity of occupations. Each person was asked to rate the items
,



they considered to be important for workers to possesS for successful

job maintenance. The 75 most frequently checked items were then submitted

to each of eight members of a selected panel of education experts. The

27 most frequently checked occupational survival skill statements

remaining after eight successive ratings by the panel were included in

the survey instrument. These statements appeared to be representative

of the following areas: (a) interpersonal relations and communications,

(b) personal characteristics, (c) decision making and problem solving,

and (d) job characteristics, health and safety.

As a measure of test-retest reliability, a phi-coefficient was

calculated from the panel's first and second ratings of the items'.

The 'phi coefficients ranged betWeen .41 and .63.

A telephone survey instrument was developed with 41 items--27

occupational survival skill statements to be rated by respondents as

to importance in keeping their jobs, 3 open-ended questions concerning

respondents' attitudes toward their jobs and 11 questions relating to

demographic data.

Using random procedures, 20.of the 102 counties in Illinois were

identified fOr survey purposes. Survey participants were then randomly

selected from telephone directories from these 20'counties. A pilot

test was conducted to (a) refine the survey instrument, (b) ettimate the

percentage of response and (c) identify objectives for interviewer

training sessions.

Fifteen persons were trained as telephone interviewers to conduct

4

the survey. Within a two-week period, a total of 589 telephone interviews

were successfully completed. The persons interviewed were grouped



according to the nine occupational classificattons used by the State of

Illinois, Bureau of the Budget*--=an adaptation of the system of the

U. S. Government, Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

Frequencies and standard scores were obtained. Discriminamt

analysis was utilrzed to determine differences of the variables within

and among tht nine occupational classifications as well as to support

data obtained from means and frequencies concerning occwpational

survival skills similarities.

Distussion A Results

Characteristics of Respondents. As indicated in Table 1, the

percentage of respondents in the survey from each co the nine occupational

classifications was quite similar to the percentage from each of the

%as
nine classifications in the actual work force'in Illinois.

Of the 589 respondents, 295 were female and 294 were male. About

93 percent of the sample were employed.at the tiiie of the survey.

Thirteen percent of the working respondents were jlf-employed.

Approximately 40 percent of the respondents who were employed indicated

that they worki0 more 'than 40 hours a week.

The majority of respondents (74 percent) had worked for the same

organization for two or more years, and 44 percent of the organizations

where the respondents were employed had a work force of-101 or more

persons. Fifty-three percent orthe respondents were responsOble for

six or more persons.

*Professional, Technical, Kindred; Managers, Officials, Propri-
etors; Sales Workersl Clerical Workers; Craftsmen, Foremep, Kindred;
Operatives; Service Workers; Laborers, except Farm; and Farmers and
Farm Workers.

9
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Table 1

Responses by Occupational Classification
4nd the Total Work Force in Illinois*

Gr 1

Gr 2

Occupational Classification
Number of Percent of

Respondents Total SaNple

Professional, Technical,<Kindred

'Managers, Officials, Proprietors

108

64

18.34

10.87

Gr 3 Sales 4orkers 46 7.81

Gr 4 Clerical WorkerS 148 25.13

Gr,5 Craftsmen, Foremen, Kindred 74 12.56

Gr 6 Operatives 70,
%.

11.88

Gr 7 Service Workers 52 8:83

Gr 8 Laborers, except Farm 17 2.88

Gr 9 Farmers and Farm Workers 10 1.70

Total 589 100.00
4

Percent in
Work Force

14.53

8.23

7.71

20.09

13.84

16.79

100.00

*1970 Census (St te of Illinois, Bureau of the Budget, 1974).
,
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Over half of the sample population were between the ages of 26 and

50. Ninety percent of the respondents had at least a high school education.

Twenty-eight percent of the sample had a Bachelor's degree or had completed

a minimum of 16 years of schooling.

Occupational Survival Skill Ranking. The 589 survey participants

rated each of the 27 occupational survival skill items according to .

(a) VERY IMPORTANT (4), (b) IMPORTANT (3'), (c) SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT (2),

(d) NOT IMPORTANT (1), and (e) DOES NOT APPLY (0). After frequencies

were obtained, the last two categories were combined for statistical

analysis and scored as (1).

A rank ordering of means for skills in each of the nine occupational

classifications is presented in Table 2. tThe skills are arranged so that

a skill ranking higher than another skill must receive a higher mean in

every occupational group than the lowest mean for another skill in any

occupational group. For example, the skill of4 being dependable (X2) hat

as its lowest mean for any one occupational group; 3.59 (Group 8; Laborers,

except Farm). This mean is higher than the 1.owest mean for any other
1

skill in any one occupational group.

Similarities in Survival Skills. When the data were analyzed with

the use of frequency distribution and'standard scores programs, it

appeared that many similarities existed in the types of occupational

survival skills needed by workers in th.e.varias occupational classi-

fications. Table 3 indicates that in terms of over-all means, only

five skills were considered less than IMPORTANT (means of less than

3.00) by the total sample. In terms of frequencies, 11 of these skills

were rated as being VERY IMPORTANT for job maintenance by at least

50 percent of the total respondents and are indicated ,by an asterisk, (*)

in Table 3.
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Oicupational Survival lkill

X '
2 be dependable

Rank Ordering of Mean% for the Nine Otcupational Group%

1
2 i_......_

Mean% Above 3 SO for Tvery Occupational Group

3 79 3.12 1.81

Iran% Above 1.00 for tvery: cupational Group
x
11 give honest day's work

13 3.42 3.54x
lb know wha Is expected of you

27 3.44 3.41

Occupationgl Group'

X
1U maintain good health

1 11 3.31 3.31x
26 manage time and materials efficiently:

3_11 3.59 3.13x
1 be punctual

3.00 3.05 1.07

Means Above, 2 50 (or tvery Occupational Gr)up
x
22 follow instruktions

. ..... . . 1.05 2.98 1.52x
23 work without (lose supervis'ion..

......... 1. 17 1 31 1.13...... .X
4 work as d team member.

1.14 1.23 2.93X .

75 adjust to various work situatiOns
3.23 3.55 1.02x

II know your own abilities, strengths, and weaknesses 3.37 3.38 3.28x
13 be loyal to the organization for which you work Ne 2 RI 1.39 3.13

-.41- gei'ajong with people' with a variety of personaIit'res
. 3,32 3.72 3.65x

19 locate information. materialfs or equipment 3.38 3,02 2.93x
14 make independent detisions

3.31 3.47 3.22

Means Above 2.00 for, Every Occupational Group
x
11 have a basic knowledge of your orqanization's operatring procedures 2.85 3.34 3.30x
6 understand written information

3.62 3.53 1.33
24 work under tension or pressure

3.19 3.34 2.96X
IS use initiative and Imagination

3.34 3.48 1.30x
17 follow safety regulations

,
2.81 2.75 2.78x

18 know how to use.job materials, machines or tools 2.84 2.52 2.24x
8 - have basic speaking skills

3.37 3.31 3.46X
17 nave uasic arithmetic skills

, 2.94 3.02 3.26x
7 have basic writing skills \

3.19 3.06 2.89

Means Above 1.50 for Every Occupational Group

organize work activities of other- people
2.77 3.313 2.78X

9 be neat and clean in aPpearance
2.97 3.30 3.61x

20 have some type of specialized training 3.58 2.97 2.43

Total Number of Respondents.

_

*1 Professional, Technical, Kindred

2 Managers. Officials, Proprietors

3 Sales Workers

108 64

4 Clerical Workers

5 Craftsmen, Foreman, kindred

6 OperatIves

J 3 1

46

4 5 6 8 9

3.84 3,78 3.76 1 71 1 59 3.90

3.52 3.46 3.50 3.79 3.35 3.80

3.49 3.39 1.19 3.44 3.24 3.10

3.36 3,24 3.41 3.65 3.06 3.60

3.39 3.32 3 40 3.10 3.06 3.70

1.25 1.55 3.34 1.4? 3.41 3.40

1 7? 1.53 1 56 1.38 3.41 3.10

3.27 1.30 1 10 2.9? ' 1.06 3.20

3:09 3.2? 3.09 3.06 7.94 2.90

1.18 1.42 1.31 3.13 2.82. 3.90

3.3.5 3.39 1.27 ).75 2.82 3.60

3.34 3.07 3.20 2.96 3.12 3.40

3.37 3:16 300 3.35 2.76 2.90

3.16 3.53 2.83 2.87 2.53 3.50

,7.86 1.16 2.51 2.92 2.59 3.70

1.05 2.93 2.81 2.73 2.41 3.50

1.56 3.58 7.91 7.98 2.35 3.70

3.2 2.92 2.14 3.12 2.35 3.20

2.88 3.14 2.59 2.83 2.29 3.50

2.66 3.64 3.63 3.42 3.59 3.50

3.07 3.55 3.41 2.87 34I 3.70

3.16 2.55 2,21 2.96 2.24 3.20

2.92 3.12 2.67 4.33 2.18 3.40

3.01 2.55 2.17 2.48 2.24 2.80

1.97 2.65 1.83 7.25 2.00 3.40

3.39 2.26 2.56 3.44 2.06 1.80

2.70 3.35 2.37 2.81 1.59 3.10

148 74 70 52 elfir* 17 10

7 Service Worker
8 Laborers, except Farm
9 Farmers and Farm Workers



tonclusions concerning the skills needed 'by all workers were based

on information obtained from means or frequencies. Discriminant analysis

was utilized to substantiate similarities of occupational survival

skills among the occupational groups.

When the 27 occupational survival skills were statistically tested

by discriminant analysis for determining differences among the nirk

occupational classifications, 17 skills did not contribute appreciably

to any significant differences. That is% of the 27 occuPational survival

skil4s, 17 skills, did not appear to discriminate between or among

4roups. Consequentlly in terms of statistical significance testing,

there were 17 skills which appeared to be important for occupational

survival regardless of occupational classification. These skills are

indicated by a plus (+) in Table 3.
, *

Occupational Differences in Survival Skills. The statistical
4

technique of discriminant analysis was utilized to identify occupational

survival sWls which were important to one or more of the occupational

classifications but were not common to all nine occupational classifications.

Of the 27 occupational survival skills 4dent'ified and compared in the

present study, 10 skills contributed to the maximal separation between

two or more of the nine occupational groups. The following ten occupational

survival skills cah be considered as those job knowledges, traits or

competencies which are most important for job maintenance in certain

types of occupations than for other types pf occupations:

X
1

be punctual

X
5

organize work activities of other people

X
8

have basic,--spe*ing skills

X
9

be neat and clean in appearance

-28-



TABLE 3

Means and Standard Deviations
of the 27 Occupational Survival Skills

for the Total Sample Population

z z-x-e-..=

Occupcitional Survival Skill

y_

+*X
2 be dependable

+*X
12 give an honest day's work

*X
22 follow instructions

+*X
16 know what is expected of you

+*X
6 understand written information

+*X
26 manage time and materials efficiently

+*X
11 know'your own abilities, strengths & weaknesses

+*X
3 get along with people with a variety of

personalitio
+*X

10 maintain good health V

*X
1 be punctual

+*X
25 adjust to various work situations

+*X
23 work without close supervision

+ x
13 be loyal to the organiiation for which you work

+ X
19 locate information, materials or equipment

+ x
4 work as a team member

,
+ x

24 work under tension or pressure
+ x

15 use initiative and imagination
+ x

14 make independent decisions
x
9 be neat and clean in appearance .

X27 follow safety regulations
,

x
18 know how to use job materials, machines or tools

X
8 have basic speaking skills

X
21 have a basic knowledge of your organization's

operating procedures

X20 have sOme type of specialized training
X
17 hoe basic arithmetic skills

+ X
7 have basic writing skills

X
5 organize work activitiei of other people

,

Mean Standard
Deviation

3.78 .53

3.45 ... .75

3.41 :84

3.40 .72

3.39 .92

3.35 .84

3.33 .81

3.32 .93

3.32 .81

3.24 .97

3.24 .91

3.23 1.00

3.16 .99

3.13 1.01

3.11 1.08

3.08 1.10

3.05 1.03

3.05 1.03

3.02 1.09 .

3.01 1.15

3.01 1.14

3.01 1.07

2.99 1.05

2.90 1.15

2.89 1.16

2.81 1.14 /

2.41 1.26

S s rate as V for j ma ntenance .yat east I percent
the total respondents.

+Skills which did not appgar to sjgnificantly discriminate between or among
occupational groups.
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X
17

have basic arithmetic skills

X
18

know how to use job materials, machines or tools

X
20

have some type of specialized training
4

X
2

have a basic knowledge of your organization's o)lierating
procedures

X
22

follow instructions

X
27

follow safety regulations

llor the first significant discriminant function, nearly 40,percent
4

of the total discriminability among groups was attributable to the

a.

occupational survival skills which separated white collar workers and

blue collar workers. This result tends to imply that there are, indeed,

differences in the occUpational survival skills that are considered

important for occupational survival between white collar workers and

blue collar workers,

For the purposes of this study, white collar workers were referred

to as workersin the following areas: PrOfessional, Technical, Kindred

(Gr 1); Managers, Officials, Proprietors (GT 2); Sales Workers (Gr 3);

Clerical Workers (Gr 4); and Service Workers (GT 7). The skills which I

these workers considered extremely important for their job maintenance

included:

a) being neat and clean in appearance (X9) and

b) having basic speaking skills (X8).

Of lesser importance this cluster of workers were the skills of:

a) following safety regulations (X27),

b) knowih how'to use job materials, machines or tools (X18) and

d) being punctual (X1).



Blue collar workers were comprised of the following four occupational

groups: Craftsmen, Foremen, Kindred (Gr 5);.Operatives (Gr 6);

Laborers, except Farm (Gr 8); and Farmers and Farm Workers (Gr 9)1 Of

extreme importance to this cluster of workers were the skills of:,

a) following safety, regulations (X27),

b) knowing how to use job materials, machines or tools (X18)'and

c) being punctual (X1).

Noting that these three skills were those which were of lesser importance

to white collar workers, it followt that the two skills they considered

extremely important were of lesser importance to blue collar workers:

a) being neat and clean in appearance (X9) and

b) having basic speaking skills (X8).

Results from discriminant analysis indicated that a second function

also was significant. This function accounted for an additional 29 percent

of the total discriminability among groups which was attributable to the :

occupational survival skilllseparating two clusters-of workers. One

clUster of workers included the following four groups: Professional,
4

Technical, Kindred (Gr 1); Managers, Officials, Proprietors (Gr 2);

4

Craftsmen, Foremen, Kindred (Gr.5); and Farmers and Farm Workers (GT 9).

Since many of the Farmers and Farm Workers were proprietors, managers,

supervisors and foremen, this cluster of four occupational groups were

mainly managerial-type workers.

For purposes of this study, the following cluster was considered

to be comprised of subordinate groups: Sales Workers (Gr 3); Clerical

Workers (Gr-4); Operatives (Gr 6); Service Workers (GT 7); and

f

1
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Laborers, exCkt Farm (GT 8). Three skills contributed to the maximal

separation of managerfal-type workers and subordinates,. Of vital

importance to managerialAype workers bbt of lesser importance to

A
subordinates were the skills of:

a) having some type of specialized training (X20) and'

b) organizing work activities of other people (X5).

Alternatively, of lesser importance to managerial-type personnel but of

more importance to subordinates was the skill of:

a) following instructions (X22).

A thin(' function also was found significant from the use of

discriminant analysis. Eleven percent of he total diScriminability

was attributable to the skills separating the groups. Two groups of

workers emerged as being significantly different from each other.

Five occupational survival skills contributed to their maximal separation.

Whereas Service Workers (Gr 7) indicated that occupational survival was

very dependent urn possessing the skills of:

a). being neat and clean in appearance (X9)0

b) having some type of s'pecialized training (X20) and

c) following safety regulations (X27).

Farmers and Farm Workers (GT 9) found these skills to be of lesser

importance in comparison to the 27 occupational survival skills.

Conversely, Farmers and Farm Workers1
6
considered the following two skills

as being of vital importance to their maintenance of an occupation:

a) having basic arithmetic skills (X17) and

b) having a basic knowledge of your organization's operating
procedures, (X91).

"
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Service workers indicated that of the 27 occupational survival skills,

the above two skills were the least important skills for occupational

survival.

It may be or great interest to noteethat Professional, Technical

Kindred (Gr 1) and Managers, Officials, Proprietors (Gr 2) are clustered

together for each of the three significant discriminant functions. Since

the 27 variables of this study do not differentiate between these two

groups, the occupational survival skills which are necessary for workers

in the Professional`, Technical, Kindred occupational.classification appear

to be of equal tmportance to.the workers in the Managers, Officials,

PrOprietors occupational group. The same would,hold true concerning the

b
occupational survival skills of lesser importance. That is, the occupational

stirvival skills which are of lesser importance t workers in the Professional,

Technical, Kindred group also appear to be of lesser importance to the

workers in the group of Managers, Officials, Proprietors.

Two other occupational groups, Operatives (GT 6) and Laborers,

except Farm (Gr 8), also are Clustered together for each of the three

significant discriminant functions. Similarly, the occupational smrvival

skills in this study which are important to workers in the Operatives

groUp appear to be equally important to the workers in the Laborers,

4except Farm group. The skills of lesser importance to one group also

appear to be of lesser importance to the other group.

Approximately 40, 29 and 11 percent of the total discriminability-

among groups is attributable to the first, second and third discriminant

functions, respectively. Consequently, approximately.80 percent of the



total discriminating power of the battery as a whole.is apportioned

to these functions--all of which were significant at the .001 level.

Since differences were found in the 27 ocCupational survival skills

among the y occupational groups, occupational survival appears to depend

to'a large extent upon skills which are specific to the clusters of groups

heretofore described. It lso substantiates information obtained from

frequencies and means that other skill5 (17 in this case) do not contribute

appreciably to the separation of groups. These 17 skills appear to be

those which are needed by all types of workers regardless Of occupational

classification and are as follows:

X
2

be dependable

X
3

get along with people with a variety of personalities

X
4

work as a team member

X
6 understand written information

X
7

have basic writing skills

X
10

maintain good health

X
11

know your own abilities, strengths and weaknesses

X
12

give an honest day's work

X
13

be loyal to the organization for which you work

X
14 make independent decisions'

X
15 use initiative and imagination

X
16 know what is expected of you

X
19 locate information, materials or equipment

X
23

w
.(3

rk without class sypervision

X
24

work under tension or pressare

X
25 adjust to various work situations

X
26 manage time and materials efficiently

38
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Attitudes Toward Work. It was not,the intent of thi study to

deal directly with/atiitudes of wOrkers toward,W/Miction\pr dissatisfaction

with their jobs. However, the topic of work'sa6sfaction is ifficult

to :ignore Own job information is desired. One of three quest

fb
concerning respondents' attitudes toward their work concerned th main

reason w6 they remain in their jobs. The responses Of the 489 workers

interviewed are reflected in the six categories which are presented in

Table 4.

Discrpa4nant analysis was ailized to determine whetlier or not

there were differenceS in occupational survival skills among persons

who varied in the reasons why they keep their jobs. Significant

differences,were found between persoos who indicatO/ehey keep their

jobs because of work satisfaction and persons who said they keep their

jobs because.of salary, financial security---and other reasons.

The skills considered to)be of vital importance forAjob maintenance

by persons who keep their jobs because of work satisfaction were:

a) making indpendent decisions (X14), /

,

b) being neat and clean in,appearance (X9),

c) using initiative and imaginatiortX15),

d) having son-lype o)f specialized training (X20),

, e) having basic wrfting skills (y and

f) managing time and materials efficiently (X26). .

Persons who said they keep, their jobs because of salary, financial

security or o

1

her reasons consider4q occupational survivai to be

extremely de100 ndent upon the skills of,:

a) folloWing instrUctions' (X22) and

,

b) knowing how to use job materials, machines or tools '(X18).

39
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TABLE 4

Reasons Given By Workers
as to Why They Keep Theirolobs

Category
Number

Category
Number of

Respondents
Percent of

Total Sample

1 Salary, Financial Security and 266 45.1

Job Security

2 Work Satisfaction 2119 42.2

3 Experience and Good Achievement 26 4.4
Opportunitie's

4 Better Position Unavailable 22 3.7

5 Important Personal Reasons 13 2.2

6 Other 13 2.2

Total : 589 100:0

a
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A second free-response question ooncerning work satisfaction asked

of the study population was, "What is the one thing you dislike most

out your job?" Responses from the 589 worker& interviewed are

summarized in the 12 categories presented in Table 5.

From the information presented in Table 5, there does not appear

to be one primary reason why persons in this study disliked their jobs.

For instance, 28 percent of the respondents indicated that there was

nothing they disliked about their At. Nearly 22 percent of the

respondents, however, indicated that interpersonel relations--either

with management or supervisor (15.28), co-workerS (2,55), clientele

(3.74) or a combination of, these--was the.primary reason why they

disliked their occupations.

Significant differences in occupational survival skills were again

determined by the use of discriminant analysis with the question rebarding

the primary reason why workers disliked their jobs. Of the persons who

said they could not give a reason or who found no aspect of their job

they disliked, they said the most important skill they needed for oicupa-

tional sumelval was:

a) to be loyal to the organization for which you work (X13).

Persons who gave some reason as to why..they disliked th ir job considered

their most important occupationarsurvival skill as:

a) working under tension or pressure (X24).

A Wird free-response question asked of interviewee's was, "What

was,tha main l'eason for leaving your last job?" Eleven categories were

generited-by combining stmily responses and are summarized in Table 6.

For l; percent of the respondents, this'question was not relevant

because the interVfew was based on their first job. Twenty-two percent

.of the respondints,gave important personal reasons is the primary

a
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TABLE 5

Reaso s Given by Workers
as to Wh They Dislike Their Jobs s-

Category
Number

Number of
Category

Respondents
Percent of

Total Sample

4 fI

1 Salary and Benefits 31 5.2

2 Working Hours 66 11.2

3 Working Conditions 80 13.5

4 Routine Work and Boredom 24 4.0

5 Pressure and Tension 34 5.7

6 Lack of Authority, Responsibility
and Initiative 16 2.7

7 Supervision and Management 90 15.2.

8 Co-workers 15 2.5

9 Clientele 22 3.7

10 Important Personal Reasons 23 3.9

7

11 None; None, Like Everything;
and Cannot Answer 167 28.3

12 Other 21 3.5

Total 589 100,0

4
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TABLE 6

Reasons Given by Workers
as to Why They Left Their Last Job

Category
Number Category' Numbesiolf°

Respon nts
Percent of

Total Sample

Salary and Benefits 68 11.5

2 Working Hours 16 2,7

3 Working Conditions 10 1.7

4 Dislike Job, Change Needed and
Boring 2 46 7.8

5 Promotion and Little Opportunity
for Advancemefit- 70 11.8

6 Job Termination 84 14.2

7 People--Supervisor, Management,
Co-workers and Customers 24 4.0

8 Important Personal Reasons 131 22.2

9 Military Service 20 3.4

10 None; and None, This is First Job 110 18.6

11 Other 10 1.7

Total 589 100.0'

L
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1

reason they left their last position. Respondents who indicated the

following two reasons a key factors for changing jobs: a) salary and

benefits and h) promotion or little opportunity for advancement represented

aNroximately 24 percent.

The categories of a) working conditions and b) working hours,

combined, represented only four percent of the responses as to why

persons' left their last jobs, However, these same two categories
,

rePesented a total of 24 percent of the persons who responded to the

previous question relating to why they disliked their jobs. Only four

,percent of the respondents indicated that they left their last job

because of people with whom they worked, whereas a relatively larger

percentage (approximately 22 percent of the sample), indicated that this

was the primary reason for disliking their jobs.

Implications. This study indicates that there are some basic know-
.

ledges, traiis and competencies.that are common to all types of occupations.

It appea'rs that persons must possess many of these knowledges, traits and

competencies for successful maintenance of an occupation.

Each of the 27 occupational survival skills rated by respOndents

in each of the 9 occupational groups might be considered as having some

degree of importance for occupational gurvival--especially when one .0

NN considers that the 27 occupational survival skills were selected from a

. preliminary list of over 500 items. Occupational survival also appears
r,

to depend upon skills and attitudes which are much broader than technical

knowledge and competencies. Skills requiring general knowledge and a

variety bf traits appear to ran) high for successful job maintenance.to

many persons.

A
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Even though each of the 27 occupational survival skills in this

study appears to be of some importAnce to the majority of respondents,

certain differences were found in ihe types of survival skills needed

by persons in specific occupational groups. White collar workers, for

example, indicated that neatness and .speaking ability were the skills

most important to them. Since mry of these persons are in managerial

or supervisory positions, it-is feasible that having a neat, clean

appearance and possessing speaking ability would be very important to

them for job maintenance.

Personal traits appear to be just .as important to blue collar workers

jos to white collar workers. Blue collar workers indicated that punctuality

is an important skill for their job survival. Technical skills and know-

ledges,4owever, appear to be more important to them than to some of the

other groups.

Respondents engaged in managerial work indicated that having

,specialized training was importapt to them for occupational survival.

The increased emphasis today on Management development programs may be

supported by this finding. Possibly, one important aspect of these

programs should be leadership training, since managerial groups in the

study population indicated that organizing the work activities of other

persons was another important occupational survival skill.

Subordinate groups, such as sales and clerical workers, operatives .

and laborers, indicated that.it. was essential for them to follow in-
.1

structions. Following instructions as an occupational survival skill,

could involve a nunAer of other basic skills such as reading, listening and

decision-making. Although these skills may be of secondary importance
,

it appears/reasonable that such skills might be included under the broad



classification of following instructions.

Because neatness was a skill rated very high for service Workers,

there may be a direct relationship between occupational survival and the

requirement for many service 'workers to wear some type of uniform while

performing the duties related to their jobs. It may also follow that

having some type of specialized training and following safety regulations

;are %/try important for them, since there are a cer in amount of job

hazards connected with many types of service occupa ions.
/

Even though farmet..s and farm workers represented a small percentage

of the total sample, many of the respondents in this occupational group

were farm owners or managers. Having knowledge of mathematics and the

operations of a business were skills they considered important for

occupational survival. This.finding appears tenable for persons

managing a business, although a larger sample representing more diversified

occupations within the farmers and farm workers` group'may have produced

dilferent results.

It may be .impractical to draw any specific conc1usions fro6 the

responses to the three open-ended questions concAnting work satisfaction

in the present survey. However, las a descriptive characteristic of the

sample, it appears that people.work because of a) money and security

(financial or other) and b) wol satisfaction. Work satisfaction not

. only appears to be an important reason why people work, but why people

pursue various types of occupations. Because occupational mobility is

important to many workers, factors concerning job mobility also may be

an impoi.tant aspect of work satisfaction.
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A multi-media approach should be developed to teach
/)

more of the

non-vocational and non-technical elements of occupational survival. Thy

\eaching of these materials should not be confined to the high school and

pos.t-secondary levels, but should be.integrated into the entire

educational system. From the time children enter school, they should be

encouraged to develop i variety of occupational survival sk111s.

Not only will.young people need such skills for work survival, but many

of these skills appear to be valuable for survival in society.

Since many facets of occupational survival depend upon a variety

of job pecifications, experiences for developing ikills in the following

areas might be provided for every individual: a)..interpersonal relations

andopmmunications, b) personal characteristics, c) decision making

and problem solving and d) job characteriWcs, health and safety..

Students should be encouraged to explore.4)oad areas of career opportunities

in which they will be provided with a variety of experiences to make

"informed" career choices. Experiences might include ctivities

representing the above areas but not be limited to just the eduditional

setting. Business and fndustry may also play an active part in

developing ,the skills of students and workers in these areas.

. It should be determined which occupatiohal s4irvival skills can be

learned most effectively in the school settitg and which skills can be

developed most proficiently in a work setting. It also is quite possible

that other settings would emerge from an assessment of facilities and

personnel to direct occupational survival skill development of indivtduals.

Persons engaged in the teaching of 9ccupational survivaNskills should

possess the exemplary characteristics ttley desire their students to

acquire.
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Business and industry need to have more contact.with the educatiorial

systems so that the goals and objectives of the schOols will be more

compatible with the needs and requirements of business. The needs of

business and the needs of individuals must be considered in a corresponding

relationship. It is. by meeting common goals that society will be

benefited. Through work, individuals within a society gain recognition,

status and satisfaction.

Work satisfaction not only appears to be an important reason why

people work, but why people pursue'various types of jobs. Since increasing

occupational mobility is becoming more evident, factors concerning job

changing also ma'y be important aspects relating to work satisfaction.

Many needs and desires of individuals are met through work. Knowing how

to successfully survive in an occupation as a member of a mobile work

force certainly gives additional meaning to preparing oneself with

occupational survival skills--the knowledges, tt-aits and competencies for

successful maintenance of a job.

Based on the results of the present study, curriculum materials should

be developed which will assist in preparing workers for successful job

maintenance. The implications of job survival skill training may provide

workers with more freedom of occupational mobility whereby they may

obtain greater satisfaction and a higher sense of achievement from their

jobs.
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OPINIONS OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATION STUDENTS AND PARENTS
CONCERNING THE TEACHING OF SKILLS NECESSARY

FOR SURVIVAL IN THE WORLD OF WORK

by

Thomas Scanldn

One function of education is to prepare students for the world

af work. In the past, it was generally possible for young people to

acquire the formal education fhey needed for a lifetime during the

first 15 to 20 years of their lives. This education adequately pre-

pared young people for both a (life) occupation and r mature mem-

bership in society.

Modern technology has posed many problems for the schodls. One

problem is related to the knowledge explosion.. Various predictions

and forecasts indicate that about half of wharstudents learned will

be obsolete within a decade, and about half of what they will need

to know ten years from now is not available today. Chamberlain (1964)

suggested that this prediction appears to be true for professional

people as well as for the rank,and file manual workers.

A second problem resulting from modern technology is related

to changing-occupational patterns.. Many occupations, like knowledge,

will become obsolete in a comparatively short period.of time. Adams

and Reagan (1972, p. 160) pointed out tha e accelerated rate of

change in our society has resulted in fewer workers being able to look

forward "to a lifetime career in which the knowledge and skills, which

qualify them for a specific occupation in their youth, will serve

throughout their working life."



In 1974, the U.S. DepartTent of Labor estimated that sixty

million new job openings would be created by 1985. Many of these

openings would be created by new types of jobs.

The success of good planning to prepare people for these new

occupations depends upon the ability of educational programs to be

responsive to two major constituencies: -students and empl4ers.

Mileen, et al. (1976, p. 1) concurred with this view when they wrote:

"While student needs and labor market/occupational trends are fluid

and dynamic, the elements of a vocational education system are

necessarily more stable and less susceptible to change."

To emphasize the need for educational reforms, Kenneth Hoyt

(1974), Associate Commissioner-of cai-eer education, stated that:

American education has not kept pace with the raPidity of
ghange in the pest-industrial occupational society. As-a
result, when worker qualifications are compared with job
requirements, we find overeducated and undereducated workers
are present in large numbers. 116th the boredom of the over-
educated worker and the frustration of the undereducated
worker have contributed to the growing presence of worker
alienation in the total occupational society.

. Developing meaningful relationships between job preparation in schools

and on-the-job*ork activities is essential if students are to make

/ a smooth transition from school to work. Educators are faced with

the challenge of prep ring students for the future. This educational

preparation must provi e students with the necessary skills to live

satisfying personal and work lives.

Recent attention and support for career education has focused on

the need for better educational preparation so that young people are

able to make more informed decisions regarding the work they will do ,

in the future.



Students could be an excellent resource in.curriculum planning for

career education because they may have the insight to explain some

of the deficiencies of the present curriculum. Hass (1974) viewed

their ideas_ and reactions as being very important fo curriculum

planners. School systems need to invent innovative techniques to

bring about a sharinig of thinking 'about the curriculum among the

students, parents, community representatives and educational staff

members. Parent participation can be viewed as a means of (a)

obtaining public acceptance of the curriculum and (b) educating the

public about curriculum. Hass (1974) stated that:

In the long run, e can only build the curriculum and use
the teaching metho s whith the active school public will
actept. Peoplecm d to be involved in the process of plan-
ning and curriculum in order to change their beliefs, attitudes
And their behaviors regarding it. (p. 250)

One example of obtaining input of students and parents in the

curriculum planning process was described in a study conducted by

Baker (1972) and supported by the UCLA Center for the Study of

Education in 1972. Teachers, parents and students were involved in

i needs assessment to determine the use of measurable objectives in

mathematics. These three groups were firstiosked to rate the situation.

In addition to rating the importance-of each objective: (a) parents

were asked to indicate whether they felt their chtld could'currently

master each objective; (b) students were asked to predict tReir own

performance on the objectives; and (c) teachers indicated if objectives

were among those they ordinarily taught and were asked to estimate

levels of student performance bithe objectives. Students were then

tested on the objectives to determine their actual performance levels.



a

Results of the investigation prompted the school which was involved

to seek help in areas of deficiency in student performance.

The project staff wet., encouraged, not only by willingness of

the parents, teachers and pupils to participate, but more generally

with the potential utility of the procedure. The procedure wa5

subsequently applied to the American History course and the Black

Studies course.

For parents, participation in curriculum development may be

viewed as their right as taxpayers and as parents, per se. For

students, participation in curriculum development may provide an

opportunity for growth.in moral development and responsibility:

The inclusion of both groups in planning curriculum will help to

assure acceptance of programs.

Methodology for the Survival Skills Study

Purpose. The primary purpose of this study was to ascertain the

opinions of high school cooperative education students and their parents

regarding the teaching of "Occupational Survival Skills" in existing

educational programs. These survival skills may be defined as the

basic knowledgesi traits and competencies which are necessary for

workers to successfully maintain their occupations.

Instrumentation. After extensive reviewing by vartous committees

and--idvisory groups, the original list of 27 skills was reduced ,to 21

basic skill items which were considered essential for occupational

survival. The format of the opinionnaire containipg the 21 skill items

was based on the "Occupatio 1 Characteristics Index", which is based

on an interlocking design developed by Simpson, Slater & Stake (1965)
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and is illustrated in Figure 1. The occupational survival skill items

were arranged in 21 groups; each group contained five skill items.

The following is an example of one'of the 21 groups of skills on the

opinionnaire and how a person might rank the importance of each skill.

MOST IMPORTANT
2ND MOST IMPORTANT

3R0 MOST IMPORTANT
14TM MOST IftPORJMLL

LEAST IMPORTANi

Get along with a variety of people 1 2 3 4 5

Work as a team member 1 2 3 4 5

Maintain good health 1 2 3 4 5

Use initiative and imagination 1 2 3 4 5

Be punctual 1 2° .3 4 5

The above example illustrates that 'the respondent indicated that

of the five occupational survival skill items, Use of initiative and

imagination was rated MOST IMPORTANT, whereas Be punctual was rated

LEAST IMPORTANT to on-the-job survival,

Each of the 21iskills, such as Use of initiative and imagination

appeared total of five times on the opinionnaire and the skill was

ranked against each of the tWenty other skill items. The overall

ranking of each skill was determined by dividing the sum of the five

rankings by the number of responses to obtain:a mean score.

Sample Selection. The study sample consisted of 316 cooperative

education students and 137 of their parents in Illinpis. The urban

sample consisted of 200 students and 92 parent responses from secondary

schools in the cities of Champaign and Joliet. The rural sample

consisted of 116 students and 45 parent responses from Illinois secondary

schools in Cumberland, Hoopston and Watseka.



FIGURE 1

INTERLOCKING DESIGN FOR COMPETITIVE RANKING
OF THE 21 OCCUPATIONAL SURVIVAL SKILLS

110

Group Individuals or Products to be Ranked

A 1 2 7 9 19
B 2 3 8 10 20
C 3 4 9 11 21
0 4 5, 10 12 1
E 1 5 6 11 13 2
F ° 6 7 12 14 3
G 7 8 13 15 4
H 8 9 14 16 5
I 9 , 10 15 17 6
J 10. 11 16 18 7
K 11 12 17 19 8
L 12 13 18 20 9
M 13, 14 19 21 10
N 14 15 20 1 /11

41.

0 15 16 21 2 12
P 16 17 1 3 13
Q 17 18 2 4 14
R

,i 18. 19 3 5 15
S 19 20 4 6 \\ 16
T -20 21 5 7
U 21 1 6 8 18 1

Rating Patterns -

Figure 1 illustrates a pattern to be used when: (a) there
are 21 skills to be ranked from highest to lowest; (b) there
are to be 21 groups (A through U); (c) each indtvidual or
product is to compete with as many other ihdividukls or .

products as possible; and (d) no judge is to be asked to
rank more than five individuals or products'. The tim'e .

involved'in the job of ranking, reading, or observing neces-
sitates this last requirement . . . . The technique and
patterns suggested here have wide applicability. A Tew of
the additional areas where use would be feasible would be
the following: ranking personnel such as An an industrial,
military or educational situation; rating short stories;
and ranking art forms for esthetic qualities. (Simpson,
1953, pp. 290-29&).
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Most of the students partitipating in the study had previous

work-experience or were currently employed in a cooperlative education

program. Fifty-three percent of the students were malkoand 411 were

female. Their ages ranged from 17 to 19 years. Slightly more than -

half of the parents were in the 40-51 age bracket.

The occupations of students and their father4s* were coded

according to the nine classifications used 'by the U.S. Census Buream.

For the purpose of analysis, the following five Categories of occu-

pations wene regarded as' white collar occupations:

100 Professional, technical, kindred
200 Managers, officials, proprietor?
300 Sales workers
400 Clerical workers
700 Service workers

The remaining categories were classified as blue tollar occupations:

500 Craftsmen, foremen, kindred
600 Operatives

/ 800 Laborers, except farm workers
c: 900 Farmers and farm laborers

Based on the above classification, Table'l indicates that the student

occupations were evenly divided between white collar work and"blue
a

collar work. However, the occupations of the fathers were primarily

blue collar (78.2%) and thay have affected the responses of parents

to the questionnaire on the assumption that the blue collar fathers

would have'blue collar valUes.

Data on mothert' occupations were not analyzed because 59.1%
were either not recorded or were-recorded as homemakers.

-51-
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TABLE 1

CLASSIFICATION OF OCCUPATtONS OF STUDENTS AND PARENTS

Students'
Occupations

-

_White Collar ork
.

Blue Collar Work ,

(

50.8%
.

r

-

. - 49.2%,.

Fathers'

Occupations

,

21.8 x 78.2%.

Findings. To compare the opinions of students and parents in .

rural and urban area Table 2 indtcates the Spearman 'Rank COrrelation

between various groups.

TABLE 2

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SURVEY GROUPS

STearlan Rank
.Nrrelation

Comparqson of Groups

.818 Urban students and urban parents

.946 Rural students and rural parents

.945 Urban students and rural students

.961 Urban parents and.rural parents

.898 Total students and tcia,1 parents,

The correlations were uniformly very high between the various groups.

An overall ranking of total parents and students is illustrated

on the left side of Table 3. The right side of Table 3 illustrates

the rankings by each of the four groups of respondents, i.e., urban

students, urban parents, rural stUdents and rural parents. These

rankings indicate the relative tmportance of teaching each of the 21

occupational survival skills at,the high school level.

4



Conclusions. Table 3 indicates that there is a high level of

congruence in,the opinions of the four groups of respondents con-

cerning the importance of teaching the first -s?x occupational

survival skills. These six skills appear to reflect the vafues of

our society. People learn fram society what is important for them-

selves and what their employers expect of them in work situations.

There was also general agreement by the respondents as to the

seven least important skills. It is important to remember that the

respondents were asked to make judgments on the relative importance

rather than on the absolute importance of teaching the skills. The

respondents are not saying that the teaching of those skills is

unimportant. The findings merely indicate that it is the opinion of

parents and students in both urban and rural communities that it is

less important to teach certain skills at the high school level than

to teach other skills.

The seven least important skills appear to reflect the values

of blue collar workers. Seventy-eight percent of the urban fathers

and 79% of the rural fathers were employed in occupations which coula

be considered blue collar work". The survey findings indicated that

it-was not necessarily important for blue collar workers to,be neat

and clean on the job; nor welfte thevy usually called upon to make

decisions on their own. Blue collar workers usually worked under

close supervision. In view of the high incidence of industrial

unrest in this country at the present time, blue collar workers would

not be expected to agree thiat Be loyal tO employer would be an.

important skill. FollOw safety regulations was also ranked low by



TABLE 3

OVERALL RANKING COMPARED TO INDIVIDUAL GROUP
RANKINGS OF 21 ANCUPATIONAL SURVIVAL SKILLS"

J."

Overall
Ranking

Individual Group Ranking

Urban Rural

1
Students

1

2

3

4

5

Hive basic.speaking skills

Have basic arithmetic skills.

Use initNative and imagination

Know what an employer expects

Get along with a variety of people

1

2

4
..,

3 '

5

6 Be dependable 10

7 Maintain good health , 6

8 Have basic writing skills 11

9 Be punctual ..)/ .3
,

10 Manage time and materials efficiently _ 7

11 Work_4s a team member
c 8 .

12 Work under tension or pressure 13

13
,

Adapt to varying work situations 12

14 Organize work activities of others 14

15 Use information, materials, equipment 15

16 Follow instructioils 16

17
.

Follow safety,r9Olations 18

18 Be loyal to emplver
,

17

19 Work,without close.supervi ioiii 19

20 Make decisions on your-0 n 21

?1 Be neat and,clean in a earance 20

Parents

1

3

2

5

7

6

14

4

l'e
13

11
.

9

15

8

12

16

18

19

20

17

21

Students Parents

1 1

3 2

2 3

4 5

5 9

6 6

7 7

9 4

8 8

12

13 11

(10 13

12 10

.15

14 15

17 17

. 18 16

16 19

19 20

20

21 21

I.
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the respondents; this is borne put by the literature and the legis-

lative concern for the high incidence of accidents in the work

environment.

A high degree of importance was indicated by the total number

of respondents to the skill Use initiative and imagination. This

response may be related to possible feelings of frustra ion and

job dissatisfaction experienced by workers in business and industry.

Both parents and students may see the importance of developing the

skills of initiative and imagination to enable workers to obtain

more psychologically rewarding occupations.

Sever.517tskills in the "middle range" of theerankings were not

relatively congruent between the individual groups. Maintain good

health was ranked fourteenth by urban parents; but was ranked as

seventh by rural parents. A significant proportion of the rural

parents sampled (11 out of 45) were self-employed persons. This'

finding appears to reflect the necessity foc persons in entrepreneu-

rial type occupations to maintain good health to ensure regular

remuneration. Perhaps the urban parents, who were mainly employees,

belohg to group health plans and are able to maintain a regular

income during periods of illness. The maintenance of good health

appears not to be as critical for maintaining an income for urban

parents:

Have basic writing skills.is ranked fourth by both urban and

rural parents and liked eleventh and ninth by urban and rural

students. Writing skills, with the allied skill of reading, were

traditional modes of communication and main channels for passing
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information and ideas from one generation to the next generation.

Today's technology has put increasing emphasis on other-forms of

communication. This is the age of the telephone, TV and tape

recorder. Audio-visual approaches to instruction are becoming

mot.* widespread. Today, greater emPhasis than ever before is

placed on graphic representation of information. It appears that

the rankings of this skill Have basic writing_ skills, may reflect

a generation gap in the transmission of values by society.

Manage time and materials efficiently and Work as a teaarmember

were both ranked higher by urban students than by the other three

groups. Economic and careet6'education may receive greater emphasis

in urban schools than in rural schools. This may have the effect
0,

of stressing the infOrtance of these two skills'in the minds of

urban studentsv

Another skill which shows relative differences in the rankings

is Organize the work activities, of others. This occupational survival

skill was ranked eighth by urban parents and ranked fourteenth and

fifteenth by urban students and Tural parents and students. Urban

parents may generally be expected to flove employment in large organ-

izations and have more.opportunities to be emplOyed in supervisory

positions. This finding might reflect a greater awareness by urban

parents of the necessity for organizing the work activities of

others, It may also reflect a desire by urban parents for upward

mobility.

Summary

In preparin9 future educational programs, especially in areas

relating to vocational education and career education, curriculum
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developers might consider the inclusion of various "Occupational

Survival Skills" identifial tp Table 3 when designing new educationalmg,
pfograms or revising current educational programs. This study

provides evidence that many of these "Occupat Vturvival Sktlls"

would receive wide acceptance by both stude s and parents. Educa-

tional programs should not ignore th e dliditlonal

speaking, writing, arithmetic, etc.; it.appears that these will be

necessary to some degree for all occupations. Particular-emphasis,

however, sho'uld also be placed on psychological skills", such ars the

Development of initiative and imacinatiorli

Programs need to be developed whereby)Workers and students

enrolled -in educational programs have moy contact and input into

curriculum planning. This intertthIbetween workers, students

and urriculum developers will, assist the-schools in identifying

als and objectives which are more compatible with the (a) needs

of workers and (b) requiremeAts oibusiness and industry.

The needs of business and the needs of individuals must be

considered in a corresponding relationship. It is by meeting common

goals that society will be benefited. Through work, individuals

within a society gain recognition, status and satisfaction. The

better people are prepared for work, the better they will be able

to survive in.the highly complex; business-orien4d society which

exists in the United States.
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OPINIONS OF TEACHERS, COUNSELORS AND ADMINISTRATORS
CONCERNING THE TEACHING OF OCCUPATIONAL SURVIVAL SKILLS

by

Kent D. Frison

ea'

Today, an important decision made by most young people concerns

t4he type of career they wish to Pursue in the future. These career

decisions concerning worR,will affect their well-being and happiness

throughout their lives. Career decisions become more complicated

because of the complex nature of work in our highly developed and

highly specialized society. Social and technological changes

in the United.States make occupational choicel even more difficult

for young people.

There is a need to assist young people in planning their occupa-

tional futures. Vocational education may be .considered as planned

educational experiences which are "designed to prepare the learner

to enter the world of work successfully or to maintain himself as a

productive worker throughout an everchanging occupational life"

(Leighbody, 1965, p. 79). :The traditional trade analysis approach

to specific occupations no longer reflects the nature of many of

the occupations available. In the future, research relating to

curriculum development will seek to identify "common elements in a

family of occupations rather than in-depth skills and knowledge in

a single occupation" (Leighbody, 1965, p. 79).

A survey conducted in Chicago indicated that businesmen believed

that workers lacked skills in writing, reading, arithmetic and work

attitudes such as: responsibility, discipline, promptness, respec:t

for task. The results of the survey also indicated that while education
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enables people to work within their intellectual and social limits,

'survival skills' are more important than intellectual ability for

coping with our society with its complexities (Walberg and Sigler,

1975). 4'

Draper Kaufmann (1976), author of Teaching the Future, stated

that:

Our society is changing very rapidly, and it is impossible
to predict what it will be like'in 50 years; we only know for
certain that it will be very different from today. It there-
fore makes little sense to base education either on the past
or on one particular version of the future. What we can and
must do instead is give students an understanding of the most
important issues, prohlems, and opportunities they may face;
teach them the skills they will need to continue to look ahead
on their own; and prepare them to cope successfully with the
dislOcations and stresses of rapid change.

Because of the constantly changing nature of work, many young

people who are aow entering the labor force can be expected to change

occupations more than six or seven times during an estimated forty-

year career. Consequently, there is a need for young people to

develop skills which (a) are essential to many occupations, (b)

can be readily_adapted to new work situations, and (c) facilitate

retraining for new and emerging occupations. If contemporary workers

are able to adjust to changes relating to present and future occu-
,_

pations they will be better prepared to cope with the complexities of

their present and future work environment.

In 1974, the U.S. Department of Labor estimated that sixty

million new job openings would be created by 1985. Many of these

tnings would be created because of new types of jobs. It has also

been estimated that approximately two-thirds of all jobs existing

in the year 2000 will not be similar to those existing today. Educa-
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tors are presently faced with the challenge of preparing students

for an uncertain future. Educational preparation for the future

must provide students with necessary skills to allow satisfying

involvement in work, as well as satisfying personal lives.

Purpose .of the Study

The purposg of this study was to determine the opinions of

secondary school personnel regarding the possibility of teaching
.

"Occupational Survival Skills" in existing educational programs.

"Occupatfbnal Survival Skills" may be defined as the common skills

(basic knowledges, traits and competencies) which are necessary for

workers td successfully maintain their occupation.

Specifically, the research study was conducted to determine
,

answers to,the following research questions:

1. Are thersIlifferences in the rankings of the 21 "Occupa-*

tional Survival Skills' among teachers, counselors and

administrators?

Are there differences in the rankings of the 21 "Occupa-

tional Survival Skills" between rural teachers, counselors

and administrators and urban teachers, counselors and

administrators in secondary schools?

3. What is the most appropriate grade level for teaching

each of the "Occupational Survival Skills"?

4. What subject within high school departments would be

most appropriate for teaching each of the "Occupational

Survival Skills"?

Background of the Stuck

. The success of good planning to prepare young people for work
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,
depends upon the ability of educational programs to be responsive

to two major constituencies: students and ethployers. "While

student needs and labor market/occupational trends are fluid and

dynamic, the elements of a vocational education system are neces-

sarily.more stable and less susceptible to change" (Mileen, et al.,

1976, p. 1).

Thereeppears to be general agreement concerning the admis-

trator's role in curriculum planning. Key people involved in local

curriculum planning for schools are the supeeintendents, principals,

and department chairpersons. An important concept of curriculum

development.is that effective curriculum planning is a cooperative

process and that competent administrators will make use of and seek

to develop the potential of their staff (Anderson, 1963).

Dumas (1968) concluded that two of the most important tasks

of the principal are improving classroom instruction and developing

and improving the curriculum. Yet, Dumas indicated that secondary

principals devote less than ten percent of their time to tasks

pertaining to instruction and curticulum development.

Teachersvand counselors also play an important role in curriculum

development and implementation. Saylor ay-el Alexander (1966) recem-

mended teacher participation because it will insute implementation

of curricular change. Only by including teachers in the planning and

implementation may the best results be obtained in the classroom. The,

American School Counselor Association identifies the role of the coun-

selor as one who helps to plan and develop the guidance program and

the curriculum in relation to the needs of pupils (Bentley, 19681).

In education there is ho real choice as to whether or not to plan.
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Tte primary concern is who shall do Ahe planning and to what ena.

"The right to plan is his who has labored to acquire the knowledge,

expertness, the courage to look ahead and outwit 'the times" (Metcalf,

1966, p. 451).

MethodologY,

Instrumentation. The opinionnaire prepared for this.study was

designed to gatiler information on teachers', counselors', and adminis-

trators' opinions concerning "Occupational Survival Skills." A

1

tentative list of over 500 ocCupational survival skills was identified

from a variety of sources. After extensive, reviewing by various com-

mittees and advisory groups, the list was reduced to 21 basic skill

items which were considered essential for occupational survival. The

format of the opinionnaire used to rank the 21 skill items was based

on the "Occupational Characteristics Index," which uses an interlocking

design (Simpson, Slater, Stake, 1965). The occupational survival skill

items were arranged in 21 groups; each group contained five skill items.

The following is an example of one of the 21 groups of skills on the

opinionnaire and how a person might rapk the importance of each skill.

MOST rmp
2N M051 IMPORTANT-

I

, 3RD
4TrMOST IMPORTANt

LEAST IMPORTANT

Get along with a variety of people 1 2 3 4 5 1

Work as a team member 1 2 3 4 5

intain good health 1 2 3 4 .5

e initiative and imagination 1 2 3 4 5

e punctual 1 2 3 4 5

The above example illustrates that the respondent indicated that

of the five occupational survival skill items, use of initiative and

imagination was rated MOST IMPORTANT, whereas Be punctual was rdted
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LEAST IMPORTANT to on-the-job survival.

Each of the 21 skills, such as Use of initiative and imagination,

appeared a total of five times on the opinionnaire so that this skill

was ranked against each of the twenty other skill items. .The overall

ranking of each skill 'was determined by dividing the numerical sum of

the five rankings by the number of responses to obtain a mean score.

Identification and Selection of Sample. The sample to be don-

sidared for use in the study consisted of school personnel in 21

secondary schools in the state of Illinois. Included in the sample

were 16,rural high schools and five urban high schools. In addition,

47 hfgh school cooperative education teachers from various Chicago

Public Schools were part of the urban sample. A total of 450 com-

pleted the survey instrument and provided the basis for the findings

of the study.

Findings and Conclusions

A computer was used to analyze the data resulting from the

"Occupational Survival Skills" opinionnaires completed by the 450

secondary schOol personnel in the sample. Mian scores were computed

and the lowest mean score represented the mOs-t important'skill and

the highest mean score represented the least important skill for

. 'teaching high school students in order for them to maintain an

occupation. Table 1 indicates the rankingsfor the total sample.

The overall ranking of the 21 "Occupational Survival SkillS" by

the-total saMple of secondary school Pe*nnel appears to reflect

educational values rather than work-related values. 'The seven highest

4V.
ranked:skill items may be interpreted as general ggalsof educational

,

institutions.
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.. TABLE 1

RANKING OF OCCUPATIONAL SURVIVAL SKILLS
BY SECONDARY SCHOOL PERSONNEL: .TOTAL SAMPLI

Ranking Occupational Survival SO11s Mean Score

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

.

11

. 12

13

14

15

16

17

18

1-9

20

21

Have basic speaking skills

Have basic arithmetic skills

Use initiative and Wagihation

Get along ptth a variety-of people

Be dependable

Be punaual
. , .

Have basic'tYriting skills

Adapt to varying work situations

Work as a team member
/

,

Use informationouterials, equipment

,
Maintain good health

Know what an employer exocts

Follow Safety regulations

Follow.instructions- ,

1/4

Be loyal to employer

Work under tension and pressure

Organize the work activitie;Cif-others

Work without close supervision

Manage time and materials efficientiy

Make decisions on your own !

..

Be neat and clean irrappearance
,

,

1.8

2.1

2.2

2N

2.4

. .2.5

2:7

2.7

2:8

- 3.0

3.0

3.2
,

3.2

3-3

3.3
...

3:4

3,5

. 3.6

3.7

3.7
.

4.3

.

k

.

,-

.

.

..
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Because educators are familiar with educational goals, their

responses tend to be in terms of what educational institutions can

do to facilitate basic skills whicti are needed 'by all workers. The

remaining 14 skills are generally more specific to work situations.

Because many educators are not-involved in work settings outside the

schools, they may be unaware of the importance of other basic skilgA

necessary for workers to maintain their occupations.

Rankin% Ambn% Groups. To gain more specific information con-

cerning the ranking of skills, the total sample was Ovided into the

following sx groups: a) urban 4nd rural teachers, b) urban and rural

counselors, and c) 'urban and rural'administratO-s. Table 2-indicates

that of the twelve highest ranked skillS, seven of the skills'appear

to be common to the rankings of all s'ix groups. It appears that
0

there was general agreement among the groups as to their opinions

cofterning the appropriateness of the following sevenskillsufa

teaching to high school students:

1. Have basic ,speaking skills

2. Have b4sic arithmetic skills

3. Use initiative and imagination

, 4. Get along with a variety of people

5. Be dependable
,

Bp punCtual

\ ,

7-'4 Have basfc writing skills,. ,'Ne.
, z,e * . '"

II .

D'The SOtarman rank-correlation form6la was applied-to Zhe data 4n.
, .

, ..
,

e.
11.

Table 2 and a obil.elatton 0'4.684 was obtained between the tea ers ind .

,
counsetors,,.9Qbetween the téacKers and adminfstraters, ind,.87 etwem

kk

A
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TABLE 2

. RANKING OF OCCUPATIONAL'SURVIVit. SKILLS

OVERALL
RANKING

.

OCCUPATIONAL SURVIVAL. SKILLS
7

Teachers Counselors,
,.

Administrators

Rural Urban Aural Urban Rural Urban

(-450) n2169, n2213 n213 n223 n222 n210

1

2

,3

4

.5

6

7

8.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19-

20

21

.

Have basic speaking skills 4
HAve.basic arithmetic skills

Use initiative and imagination

Get along with a variety of people

Be derendable

Be purral.

Have basic writing skills

Adapt to vhrying work Aituations

Work.as a team member
.

. ,

t .,___14

1
Use information, materials, equipment

Maintajn good health ' -
,

Know what an employer ,OpeCts
.,

Follow safety regulatiorfs

Follow instructions ' , z
Be loyal to employer' ; r

Work under tension,,and pressure' ,,,.,,s,

Organize the work activities of oihers

Work without close supervision !,

-Manage time,and' materials efficiently
,

Make decisions on your own. "12 1.

oBe neat and clean in Y16ur appearanco )
s. .

1

2

3

6

4

5-*

a

7

11

19

9

15

'14

.13.

' 1-2

18

16

'17

13,c.1

20

21

. 1

2

3

4

6

5

.7

20

8

,9

102

16

11

)116

4

13

45

17

r9

1EL

/.

1

4

3.

2

's

5

10

7

8

13

14

11
,

12

,18

15

9

'17

16

20

;) 19.

-- al

1

2

i

4

3

5

9

10

6

.8

12

13

11

17

19

'14

38

T5'k,

j

.

20.

16

21

1

4

3

2

10

'6

8

9
,

'5

14

11'

7

17

12

13

16

15

21

, 113

4020

'19'

1

2

4

5

7,,

3

12

8

.9

11

6

13

14

10

17

19

18

15:

21

16

20

.

.

too'

A

!

,671/
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the counselors and administrators. The value's of the Spearman rank-
\ ,

\\\:orrelation coefficients for the data '01 Table 2 appear to indicate

a fairly high positive relationship and general agreement among the

priority rankings for the three respondent groups.

Table 2 also illustrates the differences in rankings amcog the

204 teachers..counselors,and administrators from the rural high

schools. The Spearman rank-correlation fo.citiula was applied to the
/I

three group.s in the rural sample ond a corelation of .86 Was ob-
.6

tained between...the teachers and counselors, .86 between the teachers

and admillistrators, and .86 between the counselors'and administrators.

The values of the*Spearman rank-correlation coefficients for the

data in Table 2 ypear to indicate that there is a fairly high

positive relationship and general agreement among the priority

rankings for the three rural gi-oups.

'Table 2 also indicates the rankings for the 246 teachers,

counselors, and4administrators from the urban'high schools: The

Spearman rank-correlation formula was applied to the three,groups

in the urban sample and a correiation of .88 was,obtained between

the'teachelos and counselors, 078 between the teachers and adminis-'

tratrrrii 4nd .88 between the cotinseloreand'admnistrators. The
,

values of-thetpkarman' rank-correlation coefficient's for the data

irj Table 2 appear to indicate t'hat there is a*fairly high pc4Xive

r lationship and general agreementamong the, priority rankls for

the three urban groups. 'N

, Levels-iifor TeacVng the "Occupational Survival Skille. Data

was also obtained through the opintonnaiise concerning the appropriate

grade levels for teachin,g the "OccupationV. Survival
ar
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presented in Table 3. This table shows that four patterns emerged

as being appropriate for teaching the "skills." These pattern

include:

1. Selection of gth grade only 'as most appropriate

2. Selection of 9th and 10th grades as most appropriate

3. Selection of all grades (9712) as most appropriate

4. Selection of llth and 12th_grades as most appropriate

Apparently, the skillstdicated to be taught at ninth grade

level may require only limited instruction. This may indicate that

students have already had sufficient,instruction, ffacticed these

skills and have sufficiently developed them.

The other patterns appear to indicate that some skills may be

developmental 4nature and that instruction'over a longer period

1 of time (2-4 years) is necessary. Apparently, these skills require

more reinforcement of instruction to develop the necessary competencie.

Subjects Appropriate for Teaching the 'Occupa,tional Survival

Skillc". Data was also collected concerning ihe question of most

.)-

appropriate subjectt,within high school departments for teachingi.,
,

the "Occupational Survivl The findings appear to indicate

that in mqst of the subject matter areas there was a preference for

one of twoalternatives fer teaching the majority of 21 "Occupatilonal

Survival Skills," It appears that in tome cases a basic introductory

coUrse (e.g\,_gasic Agriculture) was chosen as a prefeFence to teAch

fhe Majority of the-21 "Occupational Survival Skills." The bther

alternatite was am apparentwlack of consdnsus by the sample popula-

tion concerning which s.ubt is most appropriate. In the case of

4
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TABLE 3

GRADE LEVELS MOST APPROPRIATE FOR
TEACHING OCCUPATIONAL SURVIVAL SKILLS

Grade Level

Skpls

Have basic arithmetic skills

Be dependable

Be punctual

Have basic writing skills

Maintain good health

Follow safety regulations

Follow instructions

Be neat and clean in appearance

Have basic speaking skills

Get along with a variety of people.

'Work as a team member

Use information, materials, equipment

ManageLt4me and materials efficiently

Use intiative and imagination

Adapt to varying work situations

Know what an employer expects

Be loyal to employer

Work under tension or pressure

Work without close supervision

Make decisions on your own

Organize the work act4v-ities of others

10 11 12

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X X X

X X X X

X X X "X

X X X

X X X.

X X

* T X Indicates:the grade level on grade levels most appropriate forh

i.
t ching.the occupetional'survi 81 skilliA, 74
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lack of general consensus, no subjct received a majority vote as

being most approprrhte.

Sumary
7

The purpose of this stu4 was to detcmine the opinions of
--

secondary school personnel regarding the possibility of teaching

"Occupational Survival Skills." Specifically, information was

collected Concerning eta-ranking of te "Occupational Survival

Skills" in terms of their importance for teaching high school stu-

dents in order fo40 them.to maintain an occupation. Information was

obtained concerning the appropriate grade level for.teaching each

of the skills, and information was collected about particular sub-

Jects within high school departments which are most appropriate

for teaching the "Occupatiftal Survival The survey sample

Irm.pded 450 teachers, counselors, and administrators in both rural

and urba ttings.

Rankings of Vie "Occupatiorial Survival Skills". The overall

ranking of the "OcWaqional Survival Skills" by the total sample-.

appeared to reflect a priority in terms of educational values. The

top seven rated skills are more traditional "educationay" oriented

as opposed to work related skills. The analysis of data according

to the three sub-groups of teachers, counselors, and administrators

indicated that there was fairlrhigh agreement concerning the ranking

\\of the skills. Of the eleven highest ranked skills, eight of the

skills appeared to be common to the rankings of all three groups.

Ip addition, the Spearman rank-correlation coefficients obtained

indicated a fairly high positive relationship among the ranking of

the three groups.
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The rural teachers, counselors and administrators showed a com-

monality concerning the ranking of the "Occupational Survival Skills."

Of the 11 highest ranked skills, nine appeared to be common to all

three groups. In addition, fairly high positive correlation coeffi-

cients were also obtained indicating agreement concerning the ranking.

The urban group also showed commonality concerning the rankings

for the teachers, counselors, and administrators. Of the 11 hiflhest

ranked skills, eight appeared to be common to all three groups. Cor-

relation coefficients for the rankings were also fairly high and

positive for the groups.

Correlation coefficients were also obtained for rural vs. urbam

teachers, rural vs. urban counselors, and rural vs. urban administrators.

Again, fairly high poAive eroefficients were obtained and indicated

general agreement concerning the rankings. In general, there appeared

to be agreement across all groups concerning the ranking of the 21

"Occupational Survival Skills.0
11k

Grade Levels jor Teaching the "Occupational Survival Skills".

Concerning th'e grade levels selected as most appropriate for teaching

the 21 "Occupational Survival Skills," four patterns were determined

from the data analysis:

1. Selection of 9th grade only as most appropriate

2. Selection of 9th and 10th grades as most appropriate

3. Selection of all grades (9-12) as most appropriate

k'
4. Selecti.on of llth and 12th grades as most appropriate

It appeared that some skills required only limited instruction

due to previous learning, while other skills were developmental in

nature and required longer periods of instruction.
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Sub ects or Teachin the ccu ational Survival Skill It
. Subjects

were selected by the survey participants as being most appropriate for

teaching each of the 21 "Occupational Survival Skills." They results

generally indiCated a preference for teaching the skills in basic

introductory courses or in a variety of courses. The lack of con-

sensus for a stngle course appears to have indicated little agreement

as to the appropriate subject for teaching a particular skill and may

indicate that the skill is, or can be, taught in various courses or

that a separate course is needed in order to teach these skills. There

may he a need to develop a course which might be a basic introductory

course, which could contain instruction relating to the.various

"Occupational Suryival Skills."

1
In subject matter areas where particular courses were designated

as most appropriate for one or two skills, the majority of the selections

appear to be logical. For example, 'in Business Education, Typewriting

was selected as most appropr4ate to teach FollOw instructions and Work

under tension oryressure. Have basic arithmetic skills was.designated

to,be taught.in Business Mathelatics. Shorthand was selected as most

appropriate to teach Haveobdsic writing_skills.

(
The results of this study provide.evi,dence that Al and urban

high school teachers, counselors, and dmnistrators are gener(lly

in agreement as to types of "Occupational Survival Skills" which

.mightorbe taught in'secondary schools.

13.

f
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INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHING
OCCUPATIONAL SURVIVAL SKILLS

by

Joyce Nies

There is a need to assist young people in school to plan their

occupational futures. Education for employment may Aconsidered

as planned experiences which Leighbody (1965) indicated are "designed

to prepare the learner to enter the world of work successfully or to

maintain himself as a productive worker throughout an everchanging

occupational life."

The more informed young people are about needed skills to main-
,

tain themselves in an occupation, the more likely they will be able

\ to succeed in an occupation which bes.t meets their individual anti-
\

tudes and interests. Studying skills which are essential to main-

taining an occupation will provide students with the additional

educational experiences they need to prepare for their future occu-

pations.

There appears to be a problem of identifyihg instructional

techniques for integrating into the curriculum topics relating,to

occupational survival.skills which are critical to on-the-job success.

If these techniques-for teaching occupational survival skills can be

identified and used by classroom eachers, students will be better

prepared to copewith the varied.and diversified tasks they will s.

encounter in occupatiohs at all levels within the organization.-
,

Many vocational educators consider the following skills as

being extremely essential: problem solvtng, interpersonal relations,
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Personal work attitudes, job-related expectations, and communications.

However, curriculum content tn many vocational education programs

does not reflect this major concern. Because these skills are general

in nature and not unique to a specific subject area, these skills

are not likely to be systematically taught in any subject are . If

there are occupational survival skillt which all students shou d

possess, then a systematic attempt must be made by curriculum specialists

p instructional techniques for the impl.ementation of these

into the curriculum.

Purpose of Study

The primary focus of this study was to determine the preferences

of secondery school teachers regarding the instructional techniques

they would use to teach the 21 occupational survival skills. The'

increased emphasis in schools on career education emphasizes the need

for educators to identify instructional techniques which would facili-

tate the teaching of these skills. The identification and classification t

of these instructional techniques would enable all secondary teachers

to more adequately prepare students for the world of work. Both voca-

tional and non-vocational teachers were included in the study population;

since teaching career education concepts and occupational survival

skills need not be limited to vocational teachers. Preparing students

for the world of work is dependent to a great extent on the successful

implementation of career education programs by al} teachers.

The major purpose of this study was to identify preferences of

urban and rural secondary teachers regarding instructional techniques

they would use to'teach essential work skills. Occupational survival



0
geb 7

skills may be defined as the basic knowledges, traits, and compe-

tencies which are necessary for workers to successfully maintain

their occupations. Since the community affects the school climate

and curriculum, another purpose of this study.W4 to determine to

what extent urban and rural teachers agreed on instructional techniques

to teach the survival skills.

Specifically, the study was conducted to determine answers to

the following research questions:

1. What instructional techniques are perceived as being most

appropriate by secondary teachers for teaching occupational

survival skills?

2. What differences, if any are therl,NbetwLen the opinions of

urban teachers and rural teachers regarding techniques for

'teaching occupational survival skills?

Instrumentation. The occupational survival skills were classified

into the following five content areas: (a) Interpersonal Relations,

(b) Problem Solving, (c) Communication, (d) Job-Relate'd ExOctations,

and (e) Personal Work Attitudes. The skills were classified according

t9 content areas because content is a primary factor affecting a

teacher's decision concerning the appropriateness of a specific instruc-

tional strategy'(Seifman, 1970). Because teaching is affected by the

content, the 'survey instrument used in the study was cOnstructed so

that teachers could respond in terms of a particular content area.- Each

content area represented various specific occupetional survival skills

which are necessary for the success in work. Examples .of specific
.

skills Are presented in Table l.

r,
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A tentative list of instructional techniques was identified

after an extensive review of the literature. Eighteen instructional

techniques were selected hy the project staff and advisbry committee

as being representative of the total listing.

The format of the opinionnaire containing the eighteen instruc-
,

tional strategies was based on the Occupational Characteristics Index

(Simpson, Slater, & Stake, 1965). The instructional techniques were

arranged in 18 groups, each containing four instructional strategies.

The following is an example of one of the eighteen groups of instruc-

tional strategies on the opinionnaire and indicates how a teacher

might rank the importance of the general skill of problem solving.

FIRST CHOICE

THIRD CHOICE
PROBLEM SOLVING

,

I FOURTH CHOICE

Group discussion 1 2 3 4

Lecture 1 2 3r- 4
Interviews 1 2 3 4

Simulation 1 2 3 4

Of the four instructional techniques, Simulation was the first choice,

while Group Discussion was the fourth choice for teaching problem

solving. Each of the eighteen instructional techniques, such its.

Simulation, appeared a total of fog...times on the opinionnaire. Each

instructional technique was ranked against each of the'other seventeen

instructional techniques. The overall ranking of each technique was

determ. ined by dividing the sum of the four rankings byithe,number of

responses to obtain a mean score.

The teachers who Articipated in the suPvey were randbinly divided
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TABLE 1

CLASSIF16ATION OF ESSENTIAL WORK SKILLS
BY CONIENT AREAS

.

Content Areas

,-

. -

Examples of SpegificSkills
/

A

Interpersonal Relations

,

.

.

f .

\Personal Work Attitudes

. .
.

-
,

.-, .

,

q
Problem 4olying.

.

.

.

.

;0..

Communication

4
,

Job-Related Expectations
.

, 0
.

I,

.

(
-Get,along with a vartfty dit,OeopMe-

..

-Woek as,a team membetr

-Organize work activities of others'

,

-Be Poyal Co emplAyer .
.

-Be neat and glean fn,appearance
-Mafhtain good.health /' ,

-Be punctual , '/

-Be dependoble
., .

.

-Make decisions on xour own
-Use initiative and Imagination. ,

-Manage time and materials efficientli/

/

-Have bastc writing skills
-Have basic speaking-skills
,Know what an employer expects

.

_ A
-Uie information, materials, equip(nent
-Follow instruotions ,

1-.Follow safety regulatjons--
-Work withoUt close supervision
-Ark under tension or.pressure "*..

-Adapt tO varying work situations:
-Have basic arithmetic skills

.

SIk

.
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'intolfive groups. kch peaup of. s'ecolldary school teachers responded, .

to. the-instructional "tichnliques for, ope orthe work skill areas:,.sv

Inier'prsonal
-Relatton4c.JON,RellaExpectatiOns;.,Probleni Solving;

. ,

'

,Communtication; and Terrsonal WorkAttitudes.. ,*

AI 4
. Sample Selection.( Ihe studT sample consisted af 384 secondary

teachers in Illinois. The urban sample consisted of 2l2',.teichers'

from.six schools in the cities of ChaMpaign, Jotiet, an, d-Chicago.
v

The rural'samPle consisted of 172 secondary teachers from sixteen

schoOls in the,counties of,ChAmpajgn; Vermilion, and Cumberlanc(In

Illinois.

Results -',

The Spearman-raft-correlati n -coefficient was used to compare

the optnions concerning jnstruct onal strategies for ;eaching occw-

1

pational. survival skill's between urban and rural teachers. /The

A extent of igreement between rueal teactietX. and, urban teachers is.,

indicated-lp Table 2. S.

,1)..

.....---1'
. .

.
. '

, TABLE 2
.

f'

I
,

,

,c R ELATION OF T3fAL URBAN (N;22l2)and Ru (N=172) SeCONDARYTEACHER RWINGS REGARDING .INSTRUCT.IONAL TECHNIQUES.
4

,

4

Contmt.Areas
. Correlation"

r

Problem-Solving .

1.
. Interpersonal Relations ..

CoimmunicaVon
gersonal Work.Attitudes

-.Job-Relaied fxpectations

The correlations in :Table 2. indicate that there is a strong
.

relationship between thd instructional technique priorhy rankihgs;"
0-8'1

a

35
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A

_

of'the rural knd

hightst correlati nOcating the>fturg5rdegree of agreement

4

teachers in,ail flve.content areas. The'

betweinfural teaders and urban teachers was in the coptent area
.

regardinvthe teaching of11 Persoft41 Wbrk Attitudes% The 1$west
-

k
correlation4ms AA the content area'for Sibl,Related Expectations,

TeacherS marbeltOt familiar with job reqUyements because. .

of lack of work experience- and exposure'to work settings-other than

teaching. flle.relative high agreement' of rural and urban teachers

oA'which instrUCtional techniques to use when teaching in-the other

four .c.ontent aireas may be relAtéd to the fact t/yat teachtrs may
1

,

:a1.re4ly be using.these technlques. Table.3 illustrates the c6mbined

rankings,of the 18 instructionartechniques- for the urban and rural

teachrs for each of five occupatrnal 'survival skill areas.

Of,the 18 instructional te06iques rantted.by"bg.th rural and

urban teachers, the following techniques,appeared to be most- appro-
. e ;

prjAte to use when:teaching all five occupational survival skill areas:

1. 'Group Discsion.

2 Probl em`..50v.ing

. Dmonstrat1ons

.t

4. dipervised Work Experience

5. Ihdirldualized Projects

Ne
IN

MOTspobdentS were asked toyve their personal opinions con-:

cerning the uieof the 18 instructionartechniqUes when teaching ,the
k

five oCcupational'Aurvival tkill areas. In general, the above five,
* .

.4Astructionartohn,iquei appear to r:e:flect a positive attitude by-,

-teachers t4ard student-centered instructi

.

INN
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pr.*

4,

In"many educationAl settigs, teachers are gividg students more
.-.

.

'freedom to b'e involyedAn: fhe learning prociess. When the aboye in-
.

-

, .

.,-, t, . ,
, I .I !,

ructtonal techniques ark used, students become more re0onsible for-
,

"how" and ,"whaNt,",i5'46ing 1earne0. The'above iflstructional technique&

appear to be,very appropriate, esp4cially when one realizes that a

1

major purpose.Of educaticin is to,preparip.Students for their future

roles.in the world of Ork.
1,

The ins'tructional techniques whlchswere.not highly raAked appear

- to be more teacher-centered and reflect more traditional types of

instruction at the,h1gh school revel. Instructional techniques such
.

.

as lecture, Recitation, Resource Personsv Reading AssignmentS', Inter=

views and Drilii-Practice do not appear to be very appropriate Ar

teaching concepts relating to the five occupational survival skill areas.

Urban Teachers. Table 3 iliustrates the respoqses of the urban

andsural teachers. Ihe urban teacher sample rankings indicate generalr ,
,aceement on the.instructiral technique, Group niscussion,.as the most t

,

... 4'!\. .

,

1,ikely tope used IA the rollg*in-g four content ar4s; (a) Problem-
. .

-

`\
.w

. , s
, .-Sarvinl, Cb) Interpekonar lOtions, (c) Communica ion, and.(d1 Personalt ..

*,Work Attitudes.' Problem Solv 0 ranked nrber-one in the fifth Contentr
,.

.1
area, Job-Related Expectation'S. '4*

4, --.

.SuperviSed Work Experience was radlthd in the/eop five for011
)

content areas except Communication:. Urban'tea9ert ranked Demonstra-
..

tion,tn the top five for teaching Problem-Solvimg: Communication ancb°

I

Job-Related Expe ations. Roleplay-41ts'were ranked in the .top five

teaching strat4ies for teaching Interpersonal Relitions and,C minuni-

I
catiOn. Individualized Projectt,was ranked in the top five .6 lr

tng only'one content area, Personal Work Attitudes.

-82-
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TABLE 3

INSTkUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES FOR EACH
OCOPATIONAL SURVIVAL SKILL AREA.F0R RURAL AND URBAN TfACNERS.

(n*384)
\ v\;

8
0

Teachin Strategies
Probl'em
Sol ving
Skills

.I,nter-
personal
Skills

i Commurii-
cation
Skills

'Personal
1.

a u e sV 1

Job-
elatEd

Skills

Group DiscusOon, .

Problem-Solving ".),-
... . .

Demonstr.atipns

Supervi seci. Work
Experiefice

Indiyidwlized
Pro)ects .

tab-Expertmentation
, ..I .

.

Case.Sttuation's ,.-

finiurattom. :'
,

Roleplay-Skits. _

Self.:-EVailuatiiin

Fe14 Triaps ,.
Proirammed .

Instruction '''
. .

Drillip Prattice
._

Intervielvs .
. . R.

keading Assignments

ce P ,Resourersons-
Lecture

.

lip.0..fatic,

.'.7

.'

1

2 5...
- 2.5

..

. 5

6
.

'8
9

10,-........

12

13
,

14

15

16

,17

.18
,

1

.6

5

2

.12

9

74'.

3,-.

4

10

d

, 16:

14

-11

'18,
13

17

15

..e.

..

,

.

/
-,,

le \
I.

,

.

.

1

'3'

2

5

5

:10

9

.8

4 7 \

,,14'

X
, it'
I,4.4

0

16

17

18

, 11

-
.

-

"r-*-5

.

%

*

1

'6

, 5

9

7

8

"11

4'

42

15
-

16

10

14

18

.15

17

.

.

,
4

2 ,

3

1

.1

'11
. .

6
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9
,.
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.

4
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4

14

16

12

18

17
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,

gies, Indiv dualized Projects and Probtem,,Solving, were ranked in the

Jop five for Sll content areas except Interpersonal4Relations. Super-

used Work Experience was ranked fn the top five f r all content areas

011P

-Rural Teachers. The ra kings of instructional techniques in

Tab1,9,. 4 indicates that Supervised Work Experience was ranked number

one by rural teachers in the Content area; of Problem-Solving, Inter-

personal Relations, and Job-Related Expectations.

F the rural teachers only one teaching strategy, Demonstrations,

-was ranked the top.five for al4 content areas: Two teaching strate-

Or

L0

4

,exOpt Personal Work Attitudes. Group Discussic was ranked in the

f/.op five to tepch.Interpersonal Relations, Communication, and Arsonal

Work -Atti tudes .

Summarl*

.The'21 occupational survi skills were grouped into five.content

. areas to getermine which initruct nal techniques teacher-4 would be

most liker to use to teach that con ent area. Tile five work skill

content areas were: Problem-Solvi g, Interpersonal Relations, Communi-

cation, Job-Rellied Expectattons and Personal WorkAtAdes. The

different rankings indicate that t content area did have an effect

on Which instructionat-trchn ques were selected. For eXample the .

instructional technique (Fiel Trip) vias ranked high by rural teachers

in only one content area (Job- laied Experiences).

In gpneral, rural and urban teathers ranked student-oriented

ins.tuctional techniques high and teacher-oriented instructional tech-

niques low. Although rankings of techniques were differegit for each

.occupational surmival skill area, certain techniques such'as Group,

-

01.
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TABLE 4

RANK ORDER OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES FOR EACH OCCUPATIONAL SURVIVAL SKILL AREA
FOR URBAN AND RURAL TEACHERS

InstruCtional Technique Problem
Solving
(n = 69)

Interpersonal .

Relati,ons
(n = 74)

ConwmJNjcion

(n = 79)

Personil Work,

Attitudes
61 = V

Job Related
"Expectations

(n = 81)

Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural(n=44) (n=25) (n=38) (n=36) (n=37) (n=42) .(n=45) (n=36) (n=48) (n=33)

Group Discussion 1 6 1 2 1 1 1 1. 2 6
Problem Solving 2 5 3 9 5 4 2 4 1 4
Demonstrations 3 3 6 5 4 2 7 5 3 5

.Supervised Work

-4

.
.

Experience 4 1 2 1 7 5 6 4 1

Lab Experiences 5 8 1.2 6 AO 9 11 8 11 9
Simulations 6 7 5 7, 3 6 9 10 5 8
Individualized
Projects 7 2 11 11 8 3 3 2 6 2

Roleplay, Skits 8 11 4 4 2 10 10 11 10 11
Case Situations 9 .4 9 3 9 7 5 7 9 7

Programmed Instruction 10 13 14 16 13 16 14 17 14 13
Field Trips 11 10 7 '9 12 11 12 9 8 3
Self evaluation 12 9 8 12 14 12 6 3 7 14
Drill-Practice 13 12 16 13 .15 14 16 18 16 10
Interviews 14 16 10 10 6 8 8 "-12 '-' 12. 15
Reading Assignments 15 14 17 18 17 15 15 13 .15, 16
Resource Persons 16 15 ---"'""m013. 14 ..ts, 17 13 14 13 12
Recitation 17 18 15 15 -,11. 13 18 16 18 18
Lecture 18 17 18 17 lit.' 18 17 15 17 17

.



Discussion, Problem,Solving and Supervised Work Experience were ranked

most frequently in the top five categories, while Lecture and Recitation

were most frequently Tanked low. These two instructional techniques

allow for very little, if any, group interaction. Both urban and rural

teachers favored instructional techniques which allowed for, and en-

couraged, student participation and interaction.

Supervised Work Experience was ranked in tlhe top five teaching

strategies by all teachers. The rural teathers ranked Supervised Work

Experience first for teaching Problem-Solving, Interpersonal ReAtions

and Job-Related Skills. All teachers appeared to recognize the im-

portance of student work experience. Cooperative work experience pro-

grams at the high school level should be expanded to provide more

students with*the opportunity to work.

Teachtrs responded to the opinionnaire in terms of the instruc-

tional'techniques they would be most likely to use. The findings do

not indicate which techniques teachers are actually using. If teachers

are in fact using the high-ranked techniques, curriculum implementation

problems will not be as great.

The findings of this study have implications for pre-service and

inservice teacher education programs. Because group discussion was

most frequently selected as a technique teachers would use, it is

important that blathers be able to lead effective group discussions.

To initiate discussion.teachers should be able to materials such

as films, filfistOps, case situations and related readings.
.

The problem-solving techniques was also ranked high by teachers.

Again, audio.LvisUal materials as well as case situations, games and"

-86-.
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simulations can be used effectively to help stUdents develop their

problem solving abilities.

It is recomwded that the developers of curriculum materials

for teaching topics relating to occupational survival skills ssemIlle

and develop materials which will utilize instructional tech iques

which actively involve the students. Instructional techniques which
ft

were ranked high by the teachers actively involved the students in

the learning process while_ those ranked low tended to be instructional

.techniques where students are allowed tuobe passive and uninvolved.

In most schools, vocational education programs do an adequate

job of preparing students for the technical aspects of specific occu-

pations. However, teachers may neglect teaching essential work skills

which are important to "surviving" in An oCcupation. If topics such

as interpersonal relations are taught in a'vocattonal education program,

they are usually very elementary and are taught out of context from

the *real world of work. Consequently young workers may spentmuch

time early in their careers becoming knowledgeable about these occu-

pational survival sktlls. t..

The teaching 9f occupational survival skills to high school students

before they enter the work force will orient them to basic aspects of

work which they will encounter in their'occupations. These aspects of

work may be as important or even more important, than the technical

asOects of work.
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DIFFERrNCES IN STUDENTS' ATTAINMENT OF
OCCUPATIONAL SURVIVAL SKILLS AND CAREER ATTITUDE MATURITY

by

James A. Leach

Work is a fundamental effort of life for individualsilin our'

society. For most 'people, this effort results in paid employment!

Work will remain a very significant factor in the lives of indi-

viduals despite changing worker attitudes, changing economic and

societal demands, and efforts designed to humanize and'redesign it.

People not only have to work, in most cases, for economic survival,

but also pursue work as the vehicle for their own fulfillment.

In a stud), designed to examine what has happened to work

in America during the present century, Levitan,(l973) concluded that

although there have been far reaching changes occurring in work and

its meaning for individuals,,there js no foreseeable end to work, no'

*crisis of disjontented workers, or no sweeping humanization of jobs

on the horizon. The need for individuals to prepare themselvei fiar

work will continue to manifest itse)f into the future.

Part of the,responsibility for preparing IndividualsAfor work

rests witH the school., Many writers have recognized the interdepen-

dence that exists between the school and sotiety. Changes in the

social and economic structures lead to capcomitant changes in the

educational structure. Feinberg a4I Rosemont (1975)' Suqgested that

education involves the transmission of cultUral norms and values

and the trafning f students to take their place in society.:' lit this

way, the sehoo3 reinforc s the images(that are dominant in 'society,

t's
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Students learn habits that are esrntial for the maintenance of 'Indus-
.

trial)society. Characteristics such as punctuality, dependability,

and loyalty 'are emphasized either direilly or 'indirectly-by the.

schools. In many resPects, the school serves to bridge the gap

which exists between the private life of the family and the public

. work of the society. ir

In recent years, concern has been expretied that,the educational

system may not be preparing students adequately for worling in society.

Pierce (1973)maintained that the 'school does not provide either job
k

skills or coping skills that enable persons to lead satisfying, self-
.

confident lives. Data from a study designed to determine the key

variables associated with students obtaining and haintaining a job

after training (Assoclates for'Resparch in Behavior, Inc., 1973)

indicated that beyond adequate skill levels apdplacement oppoetunitids,

students need to develop certain attitudes, perceptions,,and mativ-

ations regarding employment.

Contemporary emphases upon Career-education and career development

suggest that individuals formulate and develop attitudes toward, work

during their early years in the home and school which' are.critical to

later §uccessful perfonmance on the job. Kazanas" (1974) summarized

the career education movement as beidg based upon the idea that students
)

must be given the opportunity to devAlop positive attitudes toward work

within a chosen career. The'same point of view was taken by Calhoun

and Finch (1976) when they wrote "career educaiion focu%es on broad

self-realization, social responsibilfty,-and affective value components"

(p. 5).



Despite the apparent concern for teaching affective responses
4

toward work, a limited amount of curriculum material is availabl.e to

teachers and students which offers- students an op,Ortunity to'demelop

positive attitudes, perceptions, and motivations toward work. For

the most part, educational and training efforts,have been directed

toward the measurement and improvemerit of skill development. To

attempt to ensure that educational P rograms concerning work are ful-

filling indh;Adual student needs and PrePar1n6 successful and satis'-

fled workers, educators must be concerned about the attitudes,

perceptions, and mOvations of students toward work. These attri-
i

butes appear to be important faitors in the student2s orientation

to work, job satisfaction, and job production. The extent to which

curriculum materials influence and affect students' attitudes,

perceptions, and motivations toward employment needs to be investi-
,

gated.

Problem of the Study

The essencd of occupational survival for the individual is the

dttainment o'f skills necessary to mairitain an oc&upation which may

A
lead to a meaningful, satisfyin.j, and p

.

rodlictive working career. The

development of attitudes, perceptions, and motivatiems'toWard various

aspects of work may be the.initial step which students need to take

th order for-them to achieve occupattonal competence'. Pilot t r stinl

4.
and initial field'testing.of the Occupational Survival Skills- curri-

culum materials in selected IllinotS high schoWs during 1975-76

indicated a favorable aCceptance by both teaohers'and students. How-

/

,ever, no attempt was made to.determine the influences of the curriculum'
1
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materials on students' attainment of occupational survival skills or

on their attitudes, perception, and mottvations toward work,

Curriculum materials and teaching methods that purport to help

prepare students for work need tb be evaluated regarding their effec-

tiveness and usefulness for particular groups of students. It is

unlikely that all curriculum-materials will have the same appropriateness

for all types of students.

To provide useful and practi l information, evaluation of work-

oriented curriculum material& must be broader than the narrow concept

f measurement of progress toward Specified objectfves. Characteristics

of the learning environment, Charatteristics of the learners, and the

interaction of students and teachers within that learning enyirenment-

need to be described. Measurement and predction are useful in the

evaluation of curriculum materials, but description and interpretation

should'a'IsVbe primary concerns. To be of practical value, an evalua-

tion of curriculum materials Oust describe where and how the materials.

are utilized; advantages and dis-Advantages of the materials as seen by

those involved directly; and how students' knowledge of the content of

the curriculum materials and their attitudes toward employment are

affected.

The curriculum materials, Methods and Materials for Teaching

Occupational Survival Skills (OSS)
t

were designed to offer high school

.students an opportunity to develop skills applicable to a wide range

of jobs in the.work world and to develop attitudes, perceptions, And

motivations toward work.

The primary purpose of this study was to explore, to describe,



eir
and to interpret the influences of the Occupational Survival Skills

Modules, after asfifteen week period, on selected Cooperative Office

Occupations (COO), Special NO1b6 (Secondary Work Experience,Program

SWEO, and Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) students'

attainment of,bccupaiional survival skills and attitudes toward employ.;.

ment. Additional purposes were lo a-ssess: 1) the effects of amount

of exposure to the OSS Modules on students' attainment of occupational

survival skills and their attitudes toward employment, 2) the relation-
/

ships between attainment,of occupational survival skills and attitudes

toward employment, 3) the relationships between the variables of sex,

amount of work experience, socioeconomic status, work plans, and

educational plans, and students' attainment,of occupational survival
\

skills and their attitudes toward employment, and 4) the differences

in students' and teachers' opinions of the usefulness and effectiveness

of the OSS Modules.

Method

Sample. Students from Cooperative Office Occupations (C00),-

minimally mentally impaired students enrolled in a Secondary Work

Experience Program (SWEP), and Comprehensive Employment and Training

Act (CETA) trainees were selected for the study. These student groups-

appearqd to partially represent the broad spectrum of students whO

are thirolled'in the multitUde of educational programs that include

a formal work experience component. That is, students were seluted

from the Special Needs'populatibn, economically disadvantaged students

were selected, and students from a regular cooperative \ideational

education program wdre selected.



One htIndred and thirteen students in grades eleven and twelve

from high schools in the State of Illinois were subjects for this

study (54 C00,,22 SWEP, and 37 CETA). Students were selected as

participants in this study as intact classroom groups in a non-random

manner. The classes were selected on the basis of an expressed

desire to participate in the study by the teachers. Generalizability

is limited to student populations with similar characteristics.

Instrumentation. The Occupational Survival Sktlls Information
\

Test (OSSIT) was developed as part of this study to obtain a meas,Ae

of the students' attainment of occupational survival skills (Leach,

1978). The Career Maturity Inventory-Attitude Scale (CMIAS) was

used to measure student attitudes toward employment (Crites, 1973).

Test items in the OSSIT, designed to assess the students' attain-

ment of occupational survival skills, were formulated at the knowledge,

comprehension, application, and analysis levels of the cognitive domain

of the Taxonomy of Educatikonal Objectives (Bloom, 1956).s An excess

number of items was developed at each of the four levels of cognitive

learning for each of the Oecupattonal Survival Skillg topics. A panel

of judges (vocational.,education curriculum developers) then selected

the four items per cell they judged to be most applicable. This

procedusre wa-s used to help ensure content validity.

Prior to the pilot test of the OSSIT, the reading level of the

instrument was adjusted downward to approximately the sixth grade

reading level. The Dale-Chall formula f(14- predicting readability

(1i48) was used to establish a reading level.for the instrument.

Kuder-Richardson Formula 21 internal consistency estimates were
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calculated from test data to estahli4h neliability orthe' instrunient.

Test data were collected from the three program groups in the study

separately and jointly. Results are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

INTERNAL CONSISTENCY ESTIMATES ON THE
OCCUPATIONAL SURVIVAL SKILLS INFORMATION TEST .

Program Group Internal Consistency Estimates

Cooperative Office Occupations 54 .84

Special Needs 22 .72

CETA 37 .86

All groups combined 113 .87

Pilot test data were'used to perform an item analysis on the OSSIT

to determtne the fifty-four iteMs to be included in the reduced version

of the instrument used in the study. A matrix of student responses to

each item by fifths was utiliied to determine the frequency of status

within each fifth who answered each alternative and who omitted the

item. This information was helpful in pointing-6ut1 what distractors,

or incorrect alternatives,,were not successful because: a) they were

not plausible answers and few or no students chose the alterRative, or

b) too many ,stuctents especially students in the top fifths of the dis-

tribution, choselthe incorrect alternative instead of the Forrect response.

For the most part, items were selected that reslilted in students in the

top fifths ansWering the correct response more frequently than students

in the lower fifths and students in the'lower fifths answering the
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incorrect alternative more frequently than students in the top fifths.

A few items that performed poorly statisitically were revised and re-
4

tained in the in,strument because the items were considered to add to

the vatiidity of the instrument. ,The maxiRum score for the OSSIT was 54.

The Career Maturity I(nventory-A41tude Scale (CMIAS) (Crites,

1973) was used to.assess students' vocational dttitude maturity. The

attitude scale is comprised of fifty descriptive items including the

folloWing concepts: involvement in the choice process, orientation

toward work, independence in decision making., preference for career

choite factors, and conceptions of the choice process. Students

indicate their agreement or disagreement by answering true or false

to each statement. A vocational attitude maturity score is derived

for each student by iotaling the number of responses made which are

in agreement with those responses made by the criterion group from

which the scoring key was developed.

Content validity is evidenced .by the selection of items which

embody all of the'concepts listed ahove. These items and the concepts

on Wbich they were based were deduced explicitly from the central con-
4

cepts in ca4er development theory.

The CMIAS is useful in evaluating the outcomes of career educationas,

and other didactic programs and ipterventive experiences (Crites, 1973).

According to Crites (1973), individuals who are mature in their atti-

tudes also tend to be more successful on the job (r = .19, p < .05)

(Cox, 1968) where the latter was a composite crtterion of; 1) extent

to which the job was related to previous trallving, 2) jbb satisfaction,

3) a worker's certainty that h."1 job was best for him, 4) job earnings,

,/// -96-
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and 5) job stability. As predicted in career development theory, then,

(t,.he CMIAS as a measmre of one aspect of career maturity is related to

the outcomes of coping with the problems of preparing fork and prog;-es-

sing in the world of work (Crites, 1973). 'The maximum score for the

CMIAS was 50.

Qualitative data were collected throughout the study by obser-

vatibn of and interviews with participants. Tliiese data were used

to supplement, verify, or further explain quantitative data collect-

ed. Two opinionnaires were developed to gather information concern-

ing the opinions of teachers and students regarding the usefulnesS

andgeffectiveness of the OSS modules.

Analysis of Data. After completion of the testing data were

collected and analyzed to determine the differences in attainment of

occupational survival skills and differences in career attitude

maturity amongprogram groups and among subgroups varying in sex,

socioeconomic.status, amount of work experience,.work plans, and

educational plans. These variables were selected.for analysis

beZause they appear to impact on success in the work world.

Mean scores and standard deviations on the OSSIT and CMIAS were

computed for groups of students enrolled in COO, SWEP, AND CETA pro-

grams and foi- subgroups varying in sex, socioeconomic status, amounts

of work experience, work plans, and educational plans as well as sub-
,

groups varyi in amount of exposure to the OSS Modules. A series

111--

of one-way an4lyses of variances followedloy the Duncan (1955)

multiple comparison test were conducted to determine the effects of
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program group membership, amount of exposure to the OSS Modules, and

the variables'of sex, socioeconomic status, amount of work experience,

work plans, and educational plans.

Findings. Table 1 shows the mean scores on the OSSIT and the

CMIAS by program group and instructional method. Regarding the

effect of program group membership on the attainment of occupational

survival skills, significant differences (p .01) in mean scores

on the OSSIT were obtained among the program groups. The CETA

students obtained the highest mean score, followed by the COO

students. The SWEP students obtained the lowest mean score on

4
the OSSIT.

Regarding the effect of program group membership on attit4des
v

toward employment, the SWO students obtained a significantly lower

mean score (pc:: .05) on the CMIAS than both the COO and CETA students.

However, the difference between' mean scores for COO and CETA students

was not significant.

An analysis of the effect OfleXposure to.the OSS Modules on thee

attainment of occuPfttional survival skills 'indicated that students

from all three program groups who were exposed to the OSS Modules

(were taught all or any of the sessions within the OSS Modules)

obtained significantly
4

higher mean scores .05) on the MIi

than did those.students Who were not exposed to Ihe OSS Modules.

However, the amOunt of exposure to the OSS Modules, whether taught

all of the sessions from the OSS Modules or taught only those sessions

selected by their teachers, did not have a significant effect on

the mean scores obtained on the OSSIT by any of the three program

.groups.
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Table'l. Mean Scores on OSSIT and CMIAS tiy Program Group and Instructional Method.

Pro2ram Group

taught all the
OSS Modules

\

Instructiona Method

taught only those
sessions from the
OSS Modules selected
by their teachers

not Ultig[it

any of the Total Pro-
OSS Modules gram Group'

Cooperative Office

OSSIT CMIAS ,OSSIT CMIAS OSSIT CMIAS OSSIT CMIAS

Occupations 25.17 36.78 26.47 36.00 19.76 36.82 23.93 36.52

Special Needs 1.40 22.80 20.17 27.50 16.83 22.83 18.91 24.69 \

CETA 35.42 36.67 27.20 135.10 31.27 35.67 31.51 35.84
Total Instructional

41.Method 26.80 33:25 25.60 , 34.20 23.84 34.16

Grand Mean
OSSIT 25.43
CMIAS 33.88

)1
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The effect of exposure to the OSS Modules on. 'students' attitudes

toward employment a measured by cores on the CMIAS was not.signi-

- ficant for any of the prhram groups. An analysis of the relation-

ship between scores obtained on the OSSIT and on the CMIAS by all

students participating in the study resulted in a correlation co-
.

efficient of .506 (p .<--.05). Positive correlation.coefficients

(P .02) were obtained for scores by kogram group (.335 for

COO', .617 for SWEP, and .595 for CETA) and exposure to the OSS

Modules (.632 for those taught all of the OSS Modules, .478 for

those taugnt only sessions selected by their teachT1 and .395

for students not taught any of the OSS Modules).

Significant differences in mean scores on the OSSIT were found

. between students with different,amounts of work experience (P .01),

different work plans (p.01), and different educational plans

(p .05). Hdwever, significant differences were not found between

males and females or between students from different socioecondmIc

levels.

Table 2 shows mean scores and standard deviations on the OSSIT

and 'CMIAS for students by amount of work experiene.

v
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Table 2. Mean Score and Standard Deviation on OStIT and 'CMIAS
by Work Experience.

^

OSSIT N CMIAS
Work Experience n _45 X\ S

ver been employed

employed part-time only

employed part-time during
the school year but full-
time during the summer

employed full-time for
more than a summer

no response

Total

4 03.54 21.75

54 47.79 23.85

27 23.89 22.26

21 23.89, .32.63

1 00.88

113 100.00 25.43

1J.44 27.25 8.66

8'.57 33.19 7.29

. 8.64 33.96 6.93

9:52 36.04 5.69

9.69 33.88 6.99

Only four students participating in the study had never been employed.

These students obtained the lowest mean scores on both the OSSIT and the

CMIAS. Approximately 72% of the students responding indicated that they

' had been employed part-time,only or part-time during the school year but

full time during the summer. The differences in mean scores obtained

on the.OSSIT (1.59) and on the CMIAS (00.77). for these students were

very small. However, mean scores obtained by those students indicating

that they have been employed full-time for mo're than a summer were

considerably higher than those obtained by any other, group,. These

students obtained a mean score on the OSSIT that was 8.78 points higher

than any other group,and a mean score on the CMIAS that was 2..08

points,higher than any other group.
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Mean scores and standard deviattons on the DSSIT AND CMIAS
I.

by students' work plans are presented in Table 3.

Although'there were only three students who indicated they do

not plan to work for pay, these students obtained a mean core on

the OSSIT that was 14.51 poiats higher thao any of the groups who

plan to work for.pay and a mean score on the CMIAS. that was 4.82

points higher than any of the groups who plan to work for pay.

Table 3. Mean Score and Standard Deviation ori OSSIT and CMIAS by Work Plans.

Work Plans

do not plan to work
for pay

plan to work at any
job available

plan to work at a
job for which trained

plan to work at a job
different from that
for which trained

no response

Total

(MIT nCMIAS
k S

3 02.65 41.00 9.54 40.33 1.19

17 15.04 20.82. 6.56 27.12 7.7

76 67.26 26.49 9.63 35.51 5.8

12 10.62 24.67 10.05 32.92 6.2

5 04.42

113 100.00 25.43 9.69 33.88 6.99

Those students who plan to work at a job for which trained obtained

a mean score on the OSSIT that was 1.82 Points greater than that obtained,

by students indicating they plan to work at a job different frob that for ,

which trained and 5.67 points greater than that obtairied by students who

plan to work at any job, available. Those students.who plan to woi-k at a

job fOr which trained also obtained a mean score on the CMIAS that was

2.50'points-greater than that obthinied by studentS..indicating theY plan )

to wori at a job *different -from that tor which trained and 8.39 points

givater lhan that obtained by students who Plan to work at any job

available.
,
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.Mean scores and standard deviations on the OSSIT and the CMIAS

by educational plans of students participating in the study are shown

in Table 4.

Table A. Mean Score and Standard Deviation on OSSIT and CMIAS By
Edpcational Plans.

OSSIT CMIAS,
Educational Plans % s s

%
no plans for further
education 29 25.66 23.69 8.73 31.21 6.13

plan to, attend a com- Ar

munity college or tech- )

nical school for one or
two years 55 48.67 27.87 9.92 36.22 6.16*
plan to attend a four
year college or univer-
sity

plan to join the mili,-
tary for training 6 05.31 18.67 2.73 28,00 6.32

18 15.93 25.75 10.33 35.39 6 08

A 4.

other plans for further
education 3 02.65 15.33 ,4.16 24.67 10.97

no response 2 01.77

Total 113 100.00 25.43 9.69 33.88 6.99

Appebximately two-thirds of the students (65%) plan to continue

their formal education. -Of these stV4ents, those.who plan to attend a

community college or technical school for one or two years obtained

the highest mean scores on both the OSSIT and the CMIAS of any of the

groups. Those students who plan to attend a four college'or university

also obtained mean scores on the OSSIT and CMIAS that were higher than

those obtained by students who have no plans for ful.fher education.

Approximately one-fourth of the students have no plans for further

education. These students obtained mean scores on the OSSIT and the

CMIAS that were higher than those studentS planning to join the
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military for training or who had.other plans for further education.

Table 5 shows the mean score and standard deviation on the OSSIT

and the CMIAS by sex.

Table S. Mean Score and Standard Deviation on OSSIT.and CMIAS bx Sex.

OSSIT CMIAS
Sex

male 3F 27.43 23.52 8.57 29.16 6.58

female 82 72.574 26.16 10.03 35.66 6.31

Total 113 100.00 25.43 9.69 33.88 6.99

Approximately.73% of the students participating in the study were

female. The mean score obtained by females on the OSSIT was 2.64 points

-higher than that for males. Females obtained a mean score on the CMIAS

that was 6.50 points' higher Ulan that for males.

-.. Table 6 presents means and standard deviations on the OSSIT and

the CMIAS by socioecohomic status.

N In this study only slight differences in mean scores were obtain-

ed on both the OSSIT and the cmIAs between students grouped by sqcio-

economic status,a4 measured by occupation of head of household. Those

students whose heads of households are semi-skilled workersoobtained

the highestmean score on the OSSIT (28.44). The lowest mean score

on the OSSIT (22.41) was 'obtained** those students whose heads of

households are sales workers. The highest mean score on the CMIAS

(36.43) was obtained by students whose heads of households are

clerical workers. Those students whose heads of households are

laborers or unskilled workerspobtained the lowest mean'score (31.88)

on the cMIAS.,



Table 6. Mean Score and Standard Deviation on OSSIT aneCMIAS by
$pcioeconomic Status as Measured by Occupation of Head
of Household.

SocioeconOmic Status
(Occupation of Head
of Household)

professional-or tech-.
nical worker

manager

sales,worker

clerical worker

craftsman or foreman

sdmi-skilled worker

service worker

labwer or unskilled
wonW

no response

Total

OSSIT CMIAS

11 09:73 24.73 10.44 35.45 5.i37

16 14.16 24.00 8.59 33.38 7.92

9 07.96 22.44 6.82 34.22 6.12

7 06.19 26.57 9.62 36.43 8.28

15 13.29 24.60 11.17 35.40 6.64

4 18 15.93 28.44 13.05 33.17 8.39

13 11.50 25.46 4.70 35.00 5.20

17 15.04 26.94 10.00 31.88 6.94

7 06.19

113 100.00 25.43 9.69, 33.88 6.99
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Differences of opinions regarding the usefulness and effect- '

iveneS's of the OSS Modules Were found to exist among the three

program groups. As evidenced by both written and verbal response-

es, the CETA students 4nd teacher reacted most favorably of the

three program groups to the isefulnks and effectiveness of the

OSS Modules.

In general, the Special Needs students (SWEP) and teacher re-

aceed less favorably to the-OSS Modules than did the CETA students

'and teacher. The Special Needs teacher expressed cOncern that the

OSS Modules, 'in their present form are too difficult for Special

Needs students. DifficUlties with the reading level and with

transfer of concepts to pnactical usage were the two most apparent

problems for Acial Needs students.

The Cooperative Office Occupations (COO) students and teacher

offered the least favorable.reaction of the three program groups to

the ustfulness and effectiveness of the OSS Modules. In general,

the teacher and students agreed during discussions with the invest-
./

igatOr that learning occupational survival skills is important:

However, the major reaction of the COO students Aryl teacher center-

ed on the concern of inadequate time to learn both occupational

survival skills and necessary technical office skills as the Office

Occupations program is conducted currently.
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0tscussion and Conclusions

Results oi this study indicattri significant differences in attain-
.

ment of occupational survival skills and maturit.9 of attitudes toward

employment among the three program groups.

Conclusions made from this study are based on the use of the OSS

Modules with selected high, school students. Generalizability is limited

to student populations witti, similar characteristics.

Performance op OSSIT by Program Group. On the basis of their

previous academic record, it was predicted that the CETA students

would score significantly lower than both the SWEP and COO students

-1;rithe OSSIT and that the COO students would 'score significantly

higher on the OSSIT than the other two program groups. In fact,.CETA

students sCores significantly (p 4.: .05) higher than the other program

groups, and the SWEP students scored significantly (p < .05) lowel.

1. CETA--Two explanations for the performance-of the CETA students

are suggested. First, the assumption made by the investigator at the

outset of the study that the CETA students were not aS academically able

as either the COO OP SWEP students appears to have been erroneous.

Based on classroom observations, discuSsions with students, and responses

to questions on the student opinionnaire, the CETA students who parti-

cipated in this study seemed q be the most motivated to learn occupa-

tional survival skills of the three program groups. Motivation for

learning occupational survival skills may require more of a job orientation

than an a6ademic orientation. Much of this apparent Motivation may have
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resulted from tIW perceived relevance of tfeontent included in the.

OS,S Modules to the CFTA students as evidenced by thelr responses .to4
questions qg the student opinionnoire and by statements made to the

investigator duringinterviews.

Second, the relationship between the CETA students who were ex-

poseelto the OSS Modules and their te&cher was an extraordinary one.

During classroom observations, it was apparent to the investigator

that the teacher had developed a rapport with the students which

helped enable hirto capitalize on the ,student motivation to learn

occupational ,survival skills.

The performance of the CETA prOgram group on the OSSIT and the

perceived relevance of learning occupational survival skills suggest

that the OSS Modules can be both useful to, and effective Ar, CETA

students.

2. Cooperative Office Occupations--A discrepancy existed between

the responses to questions on the student opinionnaire and much of

the information.collected through discussions between the investigator

and students. Data from the student opinionnaire indicated the COO

students did not perceive the OSS Modules as being relevant and indi-

cated an apparent lack of motivation to learn occupational survival

skills. However, statements made to the investigator during interviews

and discusions with students indicated a perceived relevance and

wotivation for lgarning occupational survival skills.

IS e factor.that might explain the performance of the COO students

on the OSSIT, and may help to explain the discrepancy between the

quantitative and qualitative data, was a lack of adequate time to
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learn occupational survival skills: Unlike the formal classroom ex-

periences of the CETA and SWEP students, which were designed to include

the teaching of topics like occupational survival skil , the COO class

time.was'desgned to\be directed toward the development f specific,

technical office skills. As evidenced by both written nd verbal'

responses, the COO students tended to view the learning of occupational

survival skills as being accomplished at the expense of learning neces-

sary technical office skills.

Overall, these studenls tended to prace secondary importance on

learning occupational surviival skills. During di.scu?ions with COO

students, the notion that employment would 'result from the attainment

of office skills, not occupational survival skills, was prominent.

To a lesser degree, these feelings were expressed by the teacher in

response to Iuestions on the teacher ortinionnaire. This notion of

secondary importance may have contributed to the apparent lack of

motivation by the COO students to learn occupational survival skills.

Given,a limited amount of time, both the teacher and students

were forced to place primary emphasis on either learning specific,

office skills or learning occupational survival skills. The findin9s

suggest that learning occupational survival skills was perceived as

having'secondary relevance and may have resulted in less motivation

by bop the teacher and students.

In order for the OSS Modules to be used effectively by COO stu-

dents and teachers, it appears that a feeling of acceptance and enthusiasm

for learning occupational survival skills must first be generated. From



.
X

).this study, i seems apparent Mat-acceptance and enthusiasm for the

OSS Modules iannot be expected if adequate time is not available to

jeach both office skills and occupational survival skills. These

findings suggest that to be accepted by teachers and students in any

vocational pragram, occupational survival skills must aot be viewed
.

as a set of skflls that can be learned only at the expense of not

learning technical skills.

3. SpeCial Needs (SWE0--Prior to the study, the investigator

did not have clear expectations regarding how the SWEP students would

react to learning occupational survival skills, or how they would

perform on the OSSIT. Results indicated that the SWEP program group

obtained a significantly lower (p < .05) mean score on the OSSIT than

both the CETA and COO 'students.

Responses to questions on the student opinionnaire tended to

indicate a lack of perceived relevance and motivation to learn ()CAW

41*pational survival skills. However, the perception of the relevance

of learning occupational survival skills was dade apparent to the

investigator by both the students and teacher during classroom obser-

vations and discussions. These observations and discussions suggest

that the poor performance on the OSSIT by the SWEP program group did

not result from a lack of motivation to learn occupational survival

skills. 'This conclusion is supported by the fact that the student
4101.

opinionnairditiata indicated that the SWEP students were more highly

motivated to learn occupational survival skills than the COO students

but scored sisnificantly lower (p <.05) on the OSSIT.

.These findings suggest that one possible explanation for the
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performance of the SWEP #tudents.on the OSSIT lies with.the difficulty
. 4

of the OSS Modules. Although certain students made it clear that they

felt that the Modules were not too difficult for them, it became

apparent to.the investigator and to the leacher that these students

were having difficulty with,the reading level of the Modules and with

transferring concepts included in the Modules to their work world.

Responding to written questions on the OSSIT regarding occupational

survival skills was also a difficult task for these students fo per-

form. A verbal test regarding occupational survival skills might be

more appropriate for some SWEP students.

From this study, it may be concluded that the OSS Modules, in

their present forma.t,-may not be appropriate for a majority of SWEP

'students of the type represented in this study (Minimally Mentally

Impaired). Teaching occupational survival skills to SWEP/tudents of

this type appears to be relevant to their needs and aspirations for

success at work. However, The SWEP teachers may be able to adapt the
1

OSS Modules, taking into consideration the special characteristics of

their students, to achieve greater results from occupational .survival

skills materials.

Performance on OSSIT by Amount of Exposure to the OSS Modules.

Prior to conducting the study, the prediction was made that attainment

of occupational survival skills as measured by scores on the OSSIT,

would be greater for groups who had more exposure to the OSS Modules.

Students who were taught all or some sessions of the OSS Modules did

obtain significantly higher (p,<-.05) mean scores on the OSSIT than

students who were not taught the OSS Modules. However, of those taught

the OSS Moduleg, the results fndicated that amount of exposure to the
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OSS Modules (number of sessionstaught) did not have a significant

effect:lin scores on the OSSIT.

An absorkite and clear-cut distinction between teaching all or

some of the OSS Modules was not apparent to the-investigator or the

teachers participating in the study. The only common distinctions

made were that those students who were taught some sessions of the

OSS Modules were taught at least one session from each of the nine

OSS Modules, and that those students taught all of the OSS Modules

were taught all of the sessions from each of the OSS Modules. Dis-

cussions with the teachers indicated that those sessions perceived

by teachers as being well-received by students, as having ioorked

well," as being most important, or as fitting in well with other

classroom activities were used with.both groups of students.

The findings of this study seem to support the conclusion that

attainment of occupational survival skills is greater for students

who are taught the OSS Modules. For the most paiat, however, the

attainment of occupationa.1 survival skills is accomplished equally

as well by students who are taught all of the OSS Modules and students

who are taught teacher selected sessions from the OSS Modules in a

supplementary manner with other curriculum maierisls and classroom

activities.

Given a choice, teachers selected sessions from the OSS Modules

that they thought students would enjoy. Those sessions selected for

use dealt with topics that were not covered adequately by other.curri-

culum materials. Curriculum materials that are perceived as being

relevant, enjoyable to students, and deal with topics not covered
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adeguatelyiby other curriculum-materials would seemingly be selected

for me by mos.t teachAs.
IN

Apparent Benefit to Program Group. In this study an attempt was

'made to determine which progrlam group derived the most benefit from

being taught occupational survival skilBs. For this study, benefit

was
e

defined as differences in mean Scores on the OSSIf between like
,c

program groups who were taught all or soMe of the sessions and who

were not taught any of the OSS Modules.

The'results indicated that the COO students derived a significant

(p ...:.. .05) benefit from being taught occupational survival skills. The

SWEP students.benefited slightly, and the CETA students derived vir-

tually no benefit.

Performance on the CMIAS. Maturity of attitudes toward employ-

ment were predicted to bear a significant 140tionship to attainment

of occupational survival skills. A positive correlation (.506) was

%Ali

kobtained betwee scores on the OSSIT and CMIAS. However, significant

differences in m scores on the CMIAS were not found between groups

who had experienced d.ifferent amounts of exposure to the OSS Modules.

In this study, the relative stability of maturity of attitudes

toward employment was not altered significantly by exposing students

to curriculum materials that are-highly cognitive in nature. To be

effective in helping students develop mature attitudes toward employ-

ment, it appears that the information,contained in the OSS Modules

may need to be combined with positive work experiences. It appears

that the fifteen week time period utilized in this study may not have

been sufficient time for changes in, or development of, attitudes

toward employment to be manifested on the CMfAS.
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Effects of Amounkjf Work Experience. Results indicated that_

'students who had been em loyed full-tiMe or for more than a summer

had a significantly great r (p 4-1.05) attainment of optupational

survival skills, as yeasured hy the ASIT, than did students who had

lesser amounts of work experience. This result may indicate that

occuOational survival skills are attained to a greater extent when

students have previous work experience. The result might also indi-

cate that students with greater amounts of work experience perceived

a greater relevance of the OSS Modules, and may have, therefore, been

more motivated to learn occupational survival skills than were stu-

dents with lesser amounts of work experience. This result may suggest

that the OSS Modules may be used more effectively with students as

they gain increasing amounts of work experience.

Amount of work experience did not atfect significantly maturity

of attitudes toward employment, as measured by the CMIAS. The result

adds SUpport to the concept of maturity being a function of age to

a greater extent than of other variables including amount of work

experience.

Effects of Work Plans. At the conclusion of the fifteen week

period, the students participating in this study indicated their work

plans to the investigator. Those students who indicated that they

plan to work at a job for which trained were also the ones who had

significantly (p .<7.05) greater attainment of occupational survival

skills, as measi;red by the OSSIT and were significantly (p .05) .`

more mature in their attitudes toward employment as measured by the

CMIAS, than those students who plan to work at any job available.
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These results may imply (as was the case with Amount of work-

experience) that perceived relevance of the OSS ModuleSty the-stu-

dents may be a criterion for determining with which groups of students

the OSS Modules scan best be utilized'. Students who plan to wor* at

a job for which trained may be better able to 'envision a direct utility

from learning occupational survival skills.

Another explanation for this result might be that the OSS Modules

affected the work plans of the students. The conclusion might be made

that learning occupational survival skills affected the students' per-

. ception of the relevance and utility of their current clasvom experi-

ences and/or vocational training.

Effects of Educational Plans. At the conclusion.of the fifteen

week period, students were also asked to indicate their educational

plans. Those students who indicated that they plan to attend a com-

munity college or technical school were al;o the ones who showed

significantly (p < .05) greater .attainment of occupatiosal survival
A,

skills, as measured by scores on the OSSIT, than those students who

'have no plans for furtheruhducation. On0 explanation for this result

may be that the students who have plans for further education may have

a higher degree of academic ability or motivation which was reflected

on their performance on the OSSIT. A Kigher general level of maturity

of students who plan to continue their formal education may be reflected

in their significantly more mat0e attitudes toward employment.

Recommendations

. The teaching of occupational survival skills seems to be rel,evant

to the current occupational needs and future career aspirations of a



wide range of high school students. the OSS.Modules 54y be introduced

as part of the overall carper education emphaSis into academic.and/or

vocational And technical educatiOn programs. Three possible methods

of utilizing the OSS Modules appear to be'available. First, different

aspects of the OSS Modules can be integrated into a number of ongoing

courses. Second', a special course might be designed to teach only

occupational survival skills. Third:the occupational-survival skills

can be taught as part of a specific course being offered currently in

various educational programs.

In order for the OSS Modules to be used more effectively and to

he more useful to both teachers and students, -it Appears that certain

conditions should be met. First, the complexity and difficulty of

. OSS Modules should be compatible with the learning ahilities of

the students who are being taught the occupational survival skills..

Second, the structure of any program where the OSS Modules are uti-

lized should be such that adequate time is allowed for teaching both

the technical skills germane to the program and occupational survival

410

skills. Time should be allocated to integrate teaching of 'topics such

as occupational survival skills into programs designed to develop

technical skills. Thir:d, teacher enthusiasm for teaching occupational

survival skills and a rapport between'students and teacher will encourage

more'effective use of the OSS Modules.

The following recommendations are based on the findings relating

to use of the 6ss Modules with diflerent student populations. These

recommendations are presented as guidelines for further research and

for implementation of the results of the study.



4.

The OSS Modules appear to be appropriate for the majority of

high school students enrolled in a program that includes a formal

work experience program. However it is recommended that the OSS

Modules be adapted to be more compatible with the abilities of a

majority of SWEP students. Particular attention should be given

to reducing the reading level of the OSS Modules. Learning activi-

ties should be developed to help SWEP students transfer relevant

information and concepts from the OSS Modules to situations they

may encounter on the job. Since the range of abilities and handicaps

is particularly great arming Special Needs students, allowan(es for

individualized pacing of learning occupational survival skills should

be incorporated into.the OSS Modules. For some Special Needs students

activities which entail reading and writing might be eliminated. In

addition, topics such as leadership and using creativity on the job

may create feelings of inadequacy for many Special Needs students

since they may not be able to compete successfully with other workers

in these specific areas. These topics might be replaced with topics

related more directly toward applying for a job, personal finance and

keeping a job,.

Methods need to be developed to incorporate the teaching of occu-

pational survival skills into the structure of specialized vocational

and techpical education programs. Cooperative education programs with

related classrbom instruction time allocations is one method available

currently. Studies should be conducted to determine what is being

taught currently 4n related classroom time. It appears that related

classroom instruction is too often utilized in cooperative education

213
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programs to teach specific skills needed by students to perform parti-,

cular vocational or technical tasks. For example, in this study the

COO students did not have a related class. Instead, the class, time

wa's utilized to teach specific affice skills. As a result there was..

. not adequate time to,teach occupational survival skills. It is recom-

mended that related classroom instruction time be made available to

t,

teachers and students in cooperative education programs to.teach topics

'
such as occupational survixval skills. General related classroom instruction

time should nut be utilized to teach'I.Oecific vocational skills needed

to perform a particular job or task.

Studies should be conducted to determine the attitudes of voca-

tional and technical education teachers tgwahi teaching,topics such

as occupational survival skills. In-service activities should be

arranged to inform teachers and administratoil of the relevance and
A

importance of teaching topics such as occupation!) survival skills

to aid them in determining the content for related classroom instruc-

tion. In addition,'in-service activities should be conducted to

prepare teachers to teach occupational surmival skills.

The teaching of occupational survival skills might be introduced

into selected academic programs'as part of the 'overall career educa-
te

tion programs conducted in many school districts. Based on student

and teacher, interviews conducted by this investigator, learning

occupational survival skills appears to be relevant to the needs of

most students, not just to those engaged in vocational and technical

education programs.

The 'extent to which occupational survival skills m ght be learned

eventually by most workers after an extended period of time on the job
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should be investigated. Cross-sectional research studies.should

be condUcted to determine the differences in attainment of occu-

pational survival skills by individuals who are at different'stages

of their adult working lives.

Longitudinal studies should be conducted with students who havR

and have not been taught 'topics such as acupatonal survival skills

in high school programs to determinedifferences in meaningfulness,

satisfaction, and productivity between these-workers. The results

of these studies might form a rationale jlor teachiA occupational

survival skills to adult workers. Findings of these studies might

determine whether adult morkers can benefit from being taught the

same set of occupational.survival skills as high school students of

if different occupational survival skills are needed by adult workers

at various stages of their working live5. Adult education programs

in schools and business organizations should broaAn their curricula

and training poograms to encourage the development of a widgr spec-

trum of human abilities than those represented traditionallyin

standard programs.

CETA students participating in the stLidy who had previously

dropped out of high school for one reason or another indicated ihat

learning the occupational survival skills while in high school'might

have encouraged them to finish high school. It is recommended that

,occupational stjrvival skills be taught to students at various grade 4'

levels ,in high s ool, regardless of their educational program who

have been identified as potential dropouts.

Students who have indicated,that they plan to participate int.
1 ,

a cooperative education program during theiO junior and/Or senior



year inhigh school mibe taught the occupational survival skills

prior to their actual enrollment in the cooperative education pro-
1

grams toihelp ensure a successful cooperative pxperience. Studies

should be conducted to determine the effects of learning occupational

survivaf skills on work performance at cooperative education students!

job training stations.

Studies should be conducted on a continuing basis to identify

additional topics to be included within the occupational survival

skills materials. The purpose of,these studies should be to promote

relevant,work training programs based on current assessments of skills

needed for successful work experiences. Further research utilizing

the OSS Modules with students from.vaAous educational programs, should

be conducted to shed additional light on many of the issues addressed

in this study.

The literature seems to indicate that the accelerating changes

in technology and the post-industrial shift to a service economy are

affecting skill requirements in unpredicted ways. Discussions with .

employers by the investigator over time suggest 'an increasing con=

cern among employers that attention needs to be given in school to

Aills such as planning, coping and problem solving which are applic-

able to.broad organizational concerns. Orienting people to the use

of skills such as occupational survival skills which they need on

the job may be as important, or even more important, than teaching

the techniCal aspects of their work. There may be a long term benefit

to both employee and employer from learning skills such as those

included in the OSS Modules.
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